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REVIZUIREA LITERATURII 

 

Prezenta colectie de texte reprezinta rezultatul activitatii de revizuire a literaturii 

relevante despre determinantii si efectele increderii generalizate, efectuata ca parte a 

proiectului ―Incredere  generalizata, diversitate culturala si institutii: un studiu 

longitudinal si experimental‖ , proiect cu codul: PN-II-ID-PCE-2011-3-0578.  

Pentru a asigura comparabilitatea articolelor si a lucrarilor revizuite, abordarea utilizata in 

cadrul acestei activitati a fost aceea a identificarii si utilizarii unei structuri comune dupa 

care vor fi sumarizate si evaluate textele revizuite. Elementele cheie ale acestei structuri 

comune sunt: referintele lucrarilor revizuite, cuvintele cheie, obiectivele si ipotezele, 

definitii si fundamente teoretice, metodologia utilizata, rezultatele studiilor precum si 

relevanta lucrarilor revizuite. 

 

 

 

 

 

Motivarea alegerii structurii comune de revizuire: 

Cuvinte cheie – avand in vedere faptul ca toate recenziile vor fi accesibile publicului larg 

prin intermediul websiteului dedicat proiectului, cautarea acrticolelor dorite in functie de 

cuvintele cheie este mult mai accesibila 

Obiective si ipoteze – pentru o mai mare accesabilitate din punctul de vedere al 

obiectivelor propuse pentru fiecare studiu 

Definitii si fundamente teoretice – tema increderii generalizate este una vasta si cu 

influente din foarte multe domenii conexe. Prin urmare, o identificare clara a influentei 

teoretice, precum si a conceptualizarilor diferite este extrem de utila pentru cercetatorii 

din acest domeniu 

Metodologia utilizata – un obiectiv major al acestui proiect este acela de a identifica si 

metodologii diferite de analiza a increderii generalizate. Prin urmare, detaliind 

metodologia utilizata de diferiti autori face ca acest obiectiv sa fie mult mai usor de 

realizat. 

Relevanta lucrarilor revizuite – echipa de cercetare a proiectului impreuna cu 

colaboratorii acesteia au hotarat necesitatea utilizarii unor criterii de relevanta a lucrarilor 

revizuite. Astfel, s-au utilizat doua criterii de relevanta: unul de relevanta in general a 

lucrarii (cu referire la numarul de citari ale lucrarii), precum si unul de relevanta pentru 

proiectul de fata. In acest fel, toti membrii echipei de cercetare, sau colaboratorii acesteia 

vor putea filtra articolele recenzate in functie de criteriile de relevanta mentionate mai 

sus.  
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LISTA LUCRĂRI REVIZUITE  

Nr. 

Crt 

TEMATICA TITLUL AUTORI CUVINTE CHEIE 

1 Incredere 

generalizata 

/definire/ 

fundamente 

teoretice/ 

aspecte 

generale 

Social Capital: A 

Conceptual 

History 

Farr, James social capital; conceptual 

history; pragmatism; 

Dewey; Hanifan 

2 How General Is 

Trust in "Most 

People"? Solving 

the Radius of 

Trust Problem 

Delhey, J.; 

Newton, K.; 

Welzel, C. 

civicness, general trust, 

in-group/out-group trust, 

social capital, trust radius 

3 The political 

relevance of 

political trust 

Hetherington, M.J. Political trust, American 

political system, 

government satisfaction 

4 Trust and 

reciprocity: A 

theoretical 

distinction of the 

sources of social 

capital 

Torche, F.; 

Valenzuela, E. 

personal relations, 

reciprocity, social capital, 

strangers, trust 

5 Incredere 

generalizata si 

capital social 

A Dynamic 

Model of 

Generalized 

Social Trust 

Ahn, T.K.; Esarey, 

J. 

evolutionary game 

theory, signaling, social 

capital, trust 

6 Social Capital , 

Television , and 

the " Mean 

World ": Trust , 

Optimism , and 

Civic 

Participation 

Uslaner, E.M. Social capital, 

Generalized Trust, 

Participation, Optimism, 

Television 

7 Incredere 

generalizata si 

instituţii 

Citizens' Trust in 

Public and 

Political 

Institutions in 

Nepal 

Askvik, S.; Jamil, 

I.; Dhakal, T. N. 

Identity, Nepal, 

performance, public 

institutions, trust 

8 Crafting Trust: 

The Role of 

Political 

Institutions in a 

Comparative 

Perspective 

Freitag, M.; 

Buhlmann, M. 

Social capital, trust, 

institutions, comparative 

politics, multilevel 

analysis 

9 Trust in the Kaariainen, J.; crime reporting, 
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police, 

generalized trust 

and reporting 

crime 

Siren, R. generalized trust, 

property crimes, trust in 

the police, violence 

10 Investigating the 

Roots of Civic 

Morality: Trust, 

Social Capital, 

and Institutional 

Performance 

Letki, Natalia  

11 Do they all 

perform alike? 

An examination 

of perceived 

performance, 

citizen 

satisfaction and 

trust with US 

federal agencies 

Morgeson, F. V.; 

Petrescu, C. 

American Customer 

Satisfaction Index (ACSI), 

citizen satisfaction, 

performance 

benchmarking, 

performance 

measurement, trust 

12 The Effects of 

Trust on the 

Preference for 

Decentralized 

Bargaining: An 

Empirical Study 

of Managers and 

Works 

Councillors 

Nienhueser, W.; 

Hossfeld, H. 

 

13 Neither 

government nor 

community 

alone: A test of 

state-centered 

models of 

generalized trust 

Robbins, B. G. Crowding out, 

generalized trust, 

multilevel analysis, 

political institutions, 

voluntary associations 

14 Trust, Social 

Dilemmas and 

Collective 

Memories 

Rothstein, B. Collective memory, 

institutions, social capital, 

trust. 

15 The State and 

Social Capital : 

An Institutional 

Theory of 

Generalized Trust 

Rothstein, B; 

Stolle, D 

social capital, generalized 

trust, types of 

institutions/Street-level 

political institutions, 

social capital, 
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16 Political mistrust 

among African 

Americans and 

support for the 

political system 

Avery, J.M. Political trust; system 

support; African 

Americans; race; electoral 

system 

17 Political Trust, 

Democratic 

Institutions, and 

Vote Intentions: 

A Cross-National 

Analysis of 

European 

Democracies 

Camões Pedro J. political trust, 

majoritarian and 

consensual system, 

winners and losers 

18 Alte abordari 

ale încrederii 

generalizate 

Heritability of 

cooperative 

behavior in the 

trust game 

Cesarini, David; 

Dawes, 

Christopher T; 

Fowler, James H; 

Johannesson, 

Magnus; 

Lichtenstein, Paul; 

Wallace, Björn 

Behavioral genetics, 

cooperation, 

experimental economics 

19 Reducing 

exposure to trust-

related risks to 

avoid self-blame. 

Effron, Daniel; 

Miller, Dale T 

trust, risk, self-blame, 

exploitation, sucker 

effect, decision making, 

invest, regret, trust game 

20 CouchSurfing: 

Belonging and 

trust in a globally 

cooperative 

online social 

network 

Rosen, D.; 

Lafontaine, P. R.; 

Hendrickson, B. 

Trust, belonging, 

computer-mediated 

cooperation, cooperation, 

online communities, 

social networking. 

21 Collective Threat, 

Trust, and the 

Sense of Personal 

Control. 

Ross, Catherine E distress, neighborhoods, 

sense of control, trust 

22 Development of 

Cognitive and 

Affective Trust in 

Teams: A 

Longitudinal 

Study 

Webber, S. S. trust, affective trust, 

cognitive trust, teams, 

longitudinal 

23 Incredere si 

psihologie 

sociala 

Trust and 

Transitions in 

Modes of 

Cheshire, C.; 

Gerbasi, A.; Cook, 

K. S. 

Trust, exchange, 

transitions, uncertainty, 

cooperation 
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Exchange 

24 Explaining large-

N cooperation: 

Generalized 

social trust and 

the social 

exchange 

heuristic 

Mannemar 

Sonderskov, K. 

Collective action, 

generalized social trust, 

pro-environmental 

behavior, social exchange 

heuristic. 

25 Predisposing 

Factors and 

Situational 

Triggers: 

Exclusionary 

Reactions to 

Immigrant 

Minorities 

SNIDERMAN, 

PAUL M.; 

HAGENDOORN, 

LOUK; PRIOR, 

MARKUS 

 

26 Intergroup trust 

in Northern 

Ireland. 

Tam, Tania; 

Hewstone, Miles; 

Kenworthy, Jared; 

Cairns, Ed 

Trust, intergroup 

relations, contact, 

extended contact, 

prejudice 

27 Incredere 

generalizata si 

implicare in 

asociatii 

In Preparation 

for Adulthood: 

Exploring Civic 

Participation and 

Social Trust 

Among Young 

Minorities 

Kelly, D. C. volunteerism; social trust; 

voting; community 

attachment; community 

practice 

28 Does generalized 

trust lead to 

associatinal 

membership? 

Sonderskov, K. M. Generalized trust, social 

capital, associations, 

membership, passive 

membership, active 

membership, 

endogeneity, collective 

action, causality 

29 Are all 

associations 

alike? 

Stolle, D and 

Rochon, Th. 

Social capital, generalized 

trust, voluntary 

associations, associational 

membership 

30 Incredere 

generalizata si 

diversitate 

Me and Jasmina 

down by the 

schoolyard: An 

analysis of the 

impact of ethnic 

diversity in 

Dinesen, Peter 

Thisted 

generalized trust, ethnic 

diversity, school 
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school on the 

trust of 

schoolchildren 

31 Does Ethnic 

Diversity Erode 

Trust? Putnam‘s 

‗Hunkering 

Down‘ Thesis 

Reconsidered 

Sturgis, Patrick; 

Brunton-Smith, 

Ian; Read, Sanna; 

Allum, Nick 

generalized trust, 

strategic trust, ethnic 

diversity, diversity index, 

trust in neighbors, 

economic deprivation 

32 Incredere si 

mediul scolar/ 

tineri/ metode 

de predare/ 

deliberare 

Trust as a 

Mediator of the 

Relationships 

Between Poverty, 

Racial 

Composition, and 

Academic 

Achievement: 

Evidence From 

Michigan's Public 

Elementary 

Schools 

Goddard, R. D.; 

Salloum, S. J.; 

Berebitsky, D. 

trust, student 

achievement, poverty, 

racial minority. 

33 Faculty Trust and 

Organizational 

School 

Characteristics: 

An Exploration 

Across Secondary 

Schools in 

Flanders 

Van Maele, D.; 

Van Houtte, M. 

Trust, teacher, secondary 

school, culture. 

34 Transformations 

in Adolescent 

Peer Networks 

Veenstra, R.; 

Dijkstra, J.K. 

adolescents' behavior, 

trust 

35 Incredere si 

coruptie 

Corruption and 

Trust: Theoretical 

Considerations 

and Evidence 

From Mexico 

Morris, S. D.; 

Klesner, J. L. 

Political corruption, 

interpersonal trust, 

political trust, legitimacy 

36 The roles of 

transparency and 

trust in the 

relationship 

between 

corruption and 

citizen 

Park, H.; 

Blenkinsopp, J. 

citizen satisfaction, 

corruption, transparency, 

trust 
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satisfaction 

37 Political 

Corruption and 

Social Trust: An 

Experimental 

Approach 

Rothstein, B.; Eek, 

D. 

corruption, institutional 

trust, social capital, social 

trust, trust experiment 

38 Incredere 

generalizata si 

factori 

culturali 

Trust in God and 

Trust in Man: 

The Ambivalent 

Role of Religion 

in Shaping 

Dimensions of 

Social Trust 

Welch, Michael 

R.; Sikkink, David; 

Sartain, Eric; 

Bond, Carolyn 

Trust, catholic, protestant 

39 The bases of 

political trust in 

six Asian 

societies: 

Institutional and 

cultural 

explanations 

compared 

Wong, T. K.-y.; 

Wan, P.-s.; Hsiao, 

H.-H. M. 

Political trust, political 

support, policy 

performance, cultural 

orientation, East Asian 

societies 

40 How is high trust 

in China 

possible? 

Comparing the 

origins of 

Generalized Trust 

in three Chinese 

Societies 

Undisclosed 

author(s) 

China, generalized trust, 

institutions, culture, 

social capital 
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Bibliographical reference of the article 

Ahn, T.K., and Justin Esarey. 2008. ―A Dynamic Model of Generalized Social Trust.‖ Journal of 
Theoretical Politics 20(2): 151-180. 

 

Keywords 

evolutionary game theory, signaling, social capital, trust 

 

Type of work (literature review, empirical, theoretical research) 

Theoretical work, game theory, formal model 

 

Objective/s/Hypothesis/es 

How generalized trust predominates the community 

 

Reviewed theoretical perspectives 

Discusses the idea that any theory on the dynamics of generalized trust has to include the 

dynamics of trustworthiness.  

 

Definitions and operationalizations of the key concepts (with a focus on social trust) 

Rational choice identifies two approaches of trustworthiness. 

1. Encapsulated interest view of trust – trustworthy people believe it is in their interest to trust for 

social and economic reasons.  

2. The authors abide by the second meaning of  trustworthiness without an economic benefit or 

values trustworthiness independent of trustees interest. 

Describes Patterson‘s model of affective, intermediary and delegated trust. The last types is close 

to trust with credentials. It importance is analyzed in a game that includes the ideas of ―(1) 

multiple types, (2) costly signal-sending, and (3) a socio-cultural evolutionary process in which 

traits that are more successful materially spread over time as people learn from their experiences‖ 

The evolutionary model means that successful types of trustworthiness will proliferate and less 

successful types will disappear. 

 

Methodology and data. Data origin (ex. country/ies, panel or not, individual or multilevel, etc.); 

type of statistical models (if any) 

Evolutionary game theory with Bayesian equilibrium model 

 

Main findings 

Generalized trust and trustworthiness develop if credentials to distinguish trustworthy people 

from untrustworthy people are reliable. 

In credential dependent trust the proportion of trustworthy people cycles between high and low 

levels and the decline in US is part of the downward cycle. 

Trustworthy people can have an effect on dampening the trustworthiness cycle and maintain 

trustworthy type of people as majority. 

 

Most relevant quoted works 

Bacharach, Michael and Diego Gambetta (2001) ‗Trust in Signs‘, in Karen Cook (ed.) Trust 

in Society, pp. 148–84. New York: Russell Sage Foundation. 
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Bolle, Friedel and Matthew Braham (2003) ‗A Difficulty with Oaths: On Trust, 

Trustworthiness, and Signalling‘. German Working Papers in Law and Economics Vol. 2003, 

Article 3. 

Cook, Karen and Robin Cooper (2003) ‗Experimental Studies of Cooperation, Trust, and 

Social Exchange‘, in E. Ostrom and J. Walker (eds) Trust and Reciprocity: Interdisciplinary 

Lessons from Experimental Research, pp. 209–44. New York: Russell Sage Foundation. 

Dasgupta, Partha (1988) ‗Trust as a Commodity‘, in D. Gambetta (ed.) Trust: Making and 

Breaking Cooperative Relations, pp. 49–72. New York: Basil Blackwell. 

Gu¨th, Werner, Hartmut Kliemt and Bezalel Peleg (2000) ‗Co-evolution of Preferences 

and Information in Simple Games of Trust‘, German Economic Review 1(1): 83–110. 

Hardin, Russell (2002) Trust and Trustworthiness. New York: Russell Sage Foundation. 

Hardin, Russell (2006) Trust. Cambridge: Polity Press. 

Ostrom Elinor (2003) ‗Toward a Behavioral Theory Linking Trust, Reciprocity, and 

Reputation‘, in E. Ostrom and J. Walker (eds) Trust and Reciprocity: Interdisciplinary Lessons 

from Experimental Research, pp. 19–79. New York: Russell Sage Foundation. 

Paxton, Pamela (2005) ‗Trust in Decline?‘, Contexts 4(1): 40–6. 

Yamagishi, Toshio, Masako Kikushi and Motoko Kosugi (1999) ‗Trust, Gullibility, and 

Social Intelligence‘, Asian Journal of Social Psychology 2(1): 145–61. 

 

Observations/comments (ex. about limits, dialog with other perspectives) 

Relevance to the topic of the project (please grade it from 1 to 5) 

4  

Relevance of the article (no. of citations or whether you consider the article important please 

grade its relevance from 1-5) 

4 

 

 

 

Bibliographical reference of the article 

Steinar Askvik, Ishtiaq Jamil and Tek Nath Dhakal. Citizens' trust in public and political 

institutions in Nepal. International Political Science Review 2011 32: 417  

 

Keywords 

Identity, Nepal, performance, public institutions, trust 

 

3. Type of work (literature review, empirical, theoretical research) 

Empirical 

 

Objectives/Hypotheses 

To examine patterns of popular trust in Nepalese public institutions  

Is  trust linked, on one hand, to Nepalese citizens‘ perceptions of institutional performance, and on 

the other hand, to citizens‘ social and political identities?  

Membership in various social groups may affect such trust because these groups for some reason 

identify with the institutions in question  

 

 

Reviewed theoretical perspectives 
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Sztompka, 1999 We assume that people may extend trust to organizations and institutions 

The authors distinguished between two types of trust in institutions: trust judgements based on 

the social identity of groups; and trust judgements based on institutional performance. 

Mishler and Rose (2002) conclude that assessments of political performance have had a 

greater impact than economic performance.  

Pharr et al. (2000) observe that citizens‘ performance evaluations reflect subjective 

perceptions rather than objective measurements, and as such they are dependent upon access to 

information through mass media and other sources 

Kumlin and Rothstein, 2005: 343; Rothstein, 2004 - The performance and organization of 

democratic and bureaucratic institutions generate trust. 

 

Definitions and operationalizations of the key concepts (with a focus on social trust) 

Institution is as a combination of people, positions, procedures and processes 

 

Methodology and data. Data origin (ex. country/ies, panel or not, individual or multilevel, etc.); 

type of statistical models (if any). 

A country-wide, door-to-door questionnaire survey in which 1836 households participated 

Regression analysis techniques 

 

Main findings. 

- individual variables in the model do not have a significant impact people living in rural (as 

opposed to urban) areas and the population of the Terai region are more inclined to trust 

public institutions; 

- there are no significant differences among different castes and among the main religions; 

- political identities may affect institutional trust patterns in certain ways, and more than caste 

and religion do 

- positive evaluations of the political system, both of today and yesterday, are clearly linked to 

participants‘ trust judgments; 

- performance evaluations of civil servants are more important than similar appraisals of 

politicians 

- performance evaluations do explain significant variations in participants‘ institutional trust 

assessments of democratic performance probably are the most important components of trust in 

public institutions in Nepal. 

 

Most relevant quoted works 

Kumlin S and Rothstein B (2005) Making and breaking social capital: the impact of 

welfare-state institutions. Comparative Political Studies 38(4): 339–365 

Mishler W and Rose R (2002) Learning and re-learning regime support: the dynamics of 

post-communist regimes. European Journal of Political Research 41: 5–36 

Pharr SJ, Putnam RD and Dalton RJ (2000) A quarter-century of declining confidence. Journal of 
Democracy 11(2): 5–25. 

Rothstein B (2004) Social trust and honesty in government: a causal mechanism approach. 

In: Kornai J, Rothstein B and Rose-Ackerman S (eds) Creating Social Trust in Post-Socialist 
Transitions. New York: Palgrave Macmillan 13–30. 

 

Observations/comments (ex. about limits, dialog with other perspectives) 

 

Relevance to the topic of the project (please grade it from 1 to 5)  
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3 

Relevance of the article (no. of citations or whether you consider the article important please 

grade its relevance from 1-5) 

3 

 

 

Bibliographical reference of the article 

James M. Avery – ―Political Mistrust among African Americans and Support for the 

Political System‖, Source: Political Research Quaterly, vol. 62, no. 1 (Mar., 2009), pp. 132-

145 

 
Keywords 

Political trust; system support; African Americans; race; electoral system 

 

Type of work (literature review, empirical, theoretical research) 

Empirical research 

 

Objectives/Hypotheses 

This paper show that grater mistrust among blacks leads to greater support for change in the party 

and electoral systems and it also find evidence of inter-racial differences in the influence of 

mistrust on support for the political system. 

 

Reviewed theoretical perspectives 

Two perspectives: 

- That mistrust is largely a function of racial group consciousness 

- That it leads to greater activity in protests 
Some analyzed studies generally support the claim that empowerment at the local level support is 

associated with greater trust in local government. This finding is important because it shows that 

trust is tied to descriptive representation, but it also consistent with research examining trust 

among whites, which concludes that trust reflects evaluations of political officials and their 

policies. 

An analyzed study (Avery, 2006) show that mistrust among blacks is primarily a function 

of their level of racial group consciousness. 

Shingles (1981), using survey data from 1967, first proposed a link between racial group 

consciousness and political trust: as black shift blame from themselves to the system they become 

less trusting of government. Employing data from 1984 and 1996, one study finds that mistrust in 

government is strongest among blacks who have strong racial identification, believe 

discrimination is still a problem, perceive large racial disparities in economic success, are unhappy 

with their relative power in society, and perceive under-representation of blacks in Congress 

(Avery, 2006) 

 

Definitions and operationalization of the key concepts (with a focus on social trust) 

Political trust is defined as a basic evaluative orientation toward the government founded 

on perceptions of how well the government is operating according to people‘s normative 

expectations.  

Group consciousness encompasses identification with a group and the belief that 

fundamental differences exist between the power and resources of one‘s group and those of the 
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dominant group, as well as an understanding that this inequality is illegitimate (Gurin, Miller and 

Gurin, 1980; Miller et al. 1981). 

 

Methodology and data. Data origin (ex. country/ies, panel or not, individual or multilevel, etc.); 

type of statistical models (if any). 

Data from the 1996 National Black Election Study. To measure support for the creation of an 

independent Black Political Party it is used a question asking which strategy is best for increasing 

the political power of blacks in the United States: (1) continued strong support for the Democratic 

Party and its candidates; (2) increased support for the Republican Party and its candidates, or (3) 

formation of an independent black political party? The third option being coded with 1 and the 

others with 0. 

It includes several demographic factors (i.e., Age, Gender, Education, Income, and subjective 

Social Class). Question wording and summary statistics for all measures are included in Appendix 

A, available at http://prq.sagepub.com. 

- Data from the 2007 Race and trust Survey, that include a non-probability sample of 497 students 

(423 whites and 51 blacks) from a small public college on the east coast. He used regression to 

examine Political System Support and logit to examine the Electoral System Support, since the 

latter dependent variable is a dichotomous measure.  

 

Main findings 

a. The influence of mistrust among African Americans 

Blacks with greater mistrust in government are more likely to support the creation of an 

independent black political party. Mistrust is positively related to support for change in election 

rules that would bring about equal descriptive representation of blacks and Hispanics. 

No relationship was found between mistrust and support for either majority-minority districts or 

blacks, Hispanics, and whites having their own representatives in Congress. Mistrust among blacks 

leads to greater support for change in the election rules that would provide equal representation, 

the most popular of the proposed changes, but does not influence support for the creation of 

majority-minority districts or making race the primary basis of representation. 

b. Inter-racial differences in the Influence of Mistrust 

African Americans, the mistrusting, and those less satisfied with public policies express more 

willingness to make significant changes to the elec toral system than their counterparts. 

None of the components of racial group consciousness have a significant impact on support 

for change in the electoral system, a finding that holds whether the equation is estimated for only 

African Americans, only white respondents, or for the racially pooled sample when race is 

interacted with the components of group consciousness. Consistent with the results, these findings 

indicate that any influence of black group consciousness on support for change in the electoral 

system is mediated through mistrust in the government. Consistent with expectations, the results 

show that the influence of mistrust on support for changing the electoral system is significantly 

stronger among African Americans than it is among whites. 

 

Most relevant quoted works 

- Avery, James M. 2006. The sources and consequences of political mistrust among 

African Americans. American Politics Research 34:655-82. 

- Hetherington, Marc J. 1998. The political relevance of political trust. American 

Political Science Review 92:791-808.  
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- Hetherington, Marc J. 2005. Why trust matters: Declining politi cal trust and the 

demise of American liberalism. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press. 

- Gurin, Patricia, Arthur H. Miller, and Gerald Gurin. 1980. Stratum identification 

and consciousness. Social Psychology Quarterly 43:30-47. 

- Miller, Arthur H., Patricia Gurin, Gerald Gurin, and Oksana Malanchuk. 1981. 

Group consciousness and political partici pation. American Journal of Political 

Science 25:494-511.  

- Rudolph, Thomas J., and Jillian Evans. 2005. Political trust, ideology, and public 

support for government spending. American Journal of Political Science 49:660-71 

- . 
Observations/comments (ex. about limits, dialog with other perspectives) 

 

Relevance to the topic of the project (please grade it from 1 to 5)  

4 

Relevance of the article (no. of citations or whether you consider the article important please 

grade its relevance from 1-5):  

 

 

Bibliographical reference of the article 

Blaine G. Robbins, Neither Government nor community alone: A test of state-centered models of 

generalized trust, Rationality and Society, http://rss.sagepub.com/content/23/3/304 

 

Keywords 

Crowding out , generalized trust, multilevel analysis, political institutions, voluntary associations  

 

Type of work (literature review, empirical, theoretical research) 

Empirical 

 

Objective/s/Hypothesis/es 

H1: State institutions decrease the probability that people will trust generalized others 

H2: State institutions decrease the probability that people will join voluntary associations 

H2b: Membership in voluntary associations increases the probability that people will trust 

generalized others 

H3: Effective state incentives that influence the perception of safety and security increase 

the probability that people will trust generalized others 

H4: State monetary subsidies of associations increase the probability that people will join 

voluntary associations 

H4b: Membership in voluntary associations increases the probability that people will trust 

generalized others 

H5: Membership in voluntary associations increases the probability that people will trust 

generalized others more in states with effective incentives that influence the perception of safety 

and security. 

H6: Corrupt state institutions decrease the probability that people will trust generalized 

others 

H7: Corrupt state institutions increase the probability of economic inequality in a country 

H7b: Economic inequality in a country decreases the probability that people will trust 

generalized others 

http://rss.sagepub.com/content/23/3/304
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Reviewed theoretical perspectives 

Trust is generally defined as an expectation of benign behavior under conditions of uncertainty 

(Coleman 1990; Gambetta 1988; Kollock 1994), and is usually classified along two dimensions: 

one, how individuals choose to trust; and, two, to whom trust is directed 

With this definition, trust is a cognitive expectation and strategic calculation; it is used to 

determine if the interests of the trustee are aligned with those of the truster – what Russell Hardin 

calls encapsulated interest (Hardin, 2002) 

From a rational choice perspective, people have these expectations because they fashion an 

estimate of the trustworthiness of people in general (Gambetta and Hamill, 2005) and because 

they attribute first- and second-hand experiences with their fellow citizens to strangers (Freitag 

and Traunmüller, 2009; Glanville and Paxton, 2007; Hardin, 2002; Kelley, 1967; Stack, 1978). 

 

Definitions of key concepts 

Rational, or strategic, trust is a three-part relation where ‗A trusts B with respect to issue x 
or issues x, y‘ trust is a cognitive expectation and strategic calculation; it is used to determine if the 

interests of the trustee are aligned with those of the truster rational generalized trust as a cognitive 

expectation where A believes that people in general have some reason to act in  

Generalized trust - is an evaluation of the trustworthiness of people in general, especially 

those beyond immediate familiarity.A‘s best interest with respect to issue x. 

 

Methodology 

Multilevel models of 66,209 sampled individuals, nested in 582 regions in 50 countries. Three level 

HGLM with HGLM 6.02 

 

Data origin (country/ies, type of data panel or single survey or several surveys and source of data) 

Individual level data are drawn from wave IV of the WVS for 50 countries 

 

Main findings 

The results provide clear support for the political-institutional perspective: quality states, 

specifically effective legal property rights institutions, exert considerable influence on the 

development of trust while simultaneously augmenting the positive role that voluntary 

associations play in producing trust. 

Countries which rely on political processes to allocate resources toward universal goods 

and services have higher rates of trust than countries which rely on individual choices and 

markets. Other government intrusions, such as the regulation of markets, restrictions on 

international trade, and power-sharing capacities of the state, however, carry no weight in either 

fostering or inhibiting trust 

Features of government that produce the greatest trust are subsidies, social provisions, and 

institutions that effectively secure property 

Governments can be regulatory or non-regulatory, but as long as citizens are 
treated unfairly by the state and property is unsafe and insecure trust will have a difficult 

time taking root 

Government subsidies of voluntary associations are not the key exogenous factor 

contributing to membership in voluntary associations 

cultural norms, such as individualism and collectivism, are important for the development 

of trust, while some world views – optimism and egalitarianism – are less so and possibly 

spurious 
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Most often quoted works 

Knack S (2002) Social capital and the quality of government: Evidence from the state. 

American Journal of Political Science 46: 772–785. 

Keefer P (2002) DPI2000 Database of Political Institutions. New York: Changes and 

Variable Definitions Development Research Group, World Bank. 

Putnam R (1993) Making Democracy Work: Civic Traditions in Modern Italy. Princeton, NJ: 

Princeton University Press. 

Herreros F (2004) The Problems of Forming Social Capital. Why Trust? New York: 

Palgrave. 

Rothstein B and Eric MU (2005) All for all: Equality, corruption, and social trust. World 
Politics 58: 41–72. 

 

Observations/comments 

 

Relevance to the topic of the project (please grade it from 1 to 5)  

3.5 

Relevance of the article (no. of citations or whether you consider the article important please 

grade its relevance from 1-5)  

5 

 

Bibliographical reference of the article 

The state and social capital: An Institutional Theory of Generalized Trust, 

Bo Rothstein & Dietlind Stolle, Journal of Comparative Politics, Volume 40, issue 4, pp. 441-459;  

 

Keywords 

Street-level political institutions, social capital 

 

Type of work (literature review, empirical, theoretical research) 

Empirical research 

 

Objectives/Hypotheses 

Presents a new theory on social capital being generated by the street-level political institutions.  

If the street-level political institutions act fairly, they influence citizens' institutional trust in this 

steps: 1.how people experience feelings of safety and protection; 2. how they make inferences  

from the institutions to other citizens; 3. how citizens observe the behavior of other citizens; 4. 

how they experience discrimination against themselves or those close to them. 

 

Reviewed theoretical perspectives 

Society-centered approaches (Fukuyama, 1999; Putnam, 2000) – social capital is generated through 

participation in voluntary associations. People who are already part of an association have a high 

level of social capital, the participation is transformed into a process of auto-selection, while the 

social capital can not be transferred outside the association and used in society. There are 

association who create distrust, like parochial communities.  

The institution-centered approach (Berman 1997; Encarnación 2006; Hall,1999; Levi 1998; 

Tarrow 1996; Kumlin and Rothstein 2005) – generation of social capital is linked to the political 

context. Generalized trust  is seen as an indicator for political trust.  
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Definitions and operationalizations of the key concepts (with a focus on social trust) 

Social capital is defined as generalized trust (the attitudinal aspects of the concept), access to and 

membership in various types of networks and norms of reciprocity (Coleman 1990; Putnam 1993). 

The literature does not distinguish between confidence on the representational side of the 

political system and the implementational side, which leads to a week correlation between 

generalized trust and trust in political institutions (Citrin 1974; Newton 1999; Newton& Norris, 

2000). There should be a clear difference between the political institutions, like government and 

the impartial institutions, like army and police.  

 

Methodology and data. Data origin (ex. country/ies, panel or not, individual or multilevel, etc.); 

type of statistical models (if any). 

- pooled cross-sectional data 

- data from the World Value Survey, used for longitudinal analysis 

- data from several national country surveys from Sweden and Canada. 

Factor analysis with Varimax rotation.  

 

Main findings 

-Membership in voluntary associations should be handled carefully as a measurement of social 

capital.  

Regarding the uncertainty offered by the literature upon the confidence in institutions,  trust in 

institution should be categorized in the partisan ones (or those from the representational side) and 

the impartial ones (from the implementational side).  

The way impartial institutions function has an influence on institutional trust, and people‘s 

experience with public officials determine their level of trust. 

If the institution-centered approach presented in this article is correct, the lack of social capital is 

caused by the ineffective institutions, not by the lack of citizen‘s implication in voluntary 

programs.  

Most relevant quoted works: 

Della Porta, Donatella. 2000. „Social Capital, Beliefs in Government, and Political Corruption‖,  

Disaffected Democracies, edited by S. J. Pharr and R. D. Putnam. Princeton: Princeton University 

Press. 

Encarnación, Omar G. 2006. „Civil Society Reconsidered‖, Comparative Politics 38 (3):357- 376. 

Ostrom, Elinor.1990, „Governing the Commons: The Evolution of Institutions for Collective 

Action‖,  New York: Cambridge University Press. 

 

Observations/comments (ex. about limits, dialog with other perspectives) 

 Relevance to the topic of the project (please grade it from 1 to 5)  

4 

 Relevance of the article (no. of citations or whether you consider the article important please 

grade its relevance from 1-5) 

5 

 

Bibliographical reference of the article 

Bo Rothstein (2000), ―Trust, Social Dilemmas and Collective Memories‖ 

Journal of Theoretical Politics ; 12; 477-501 

http://jtp.sagepub.com/cgi/content/abstract/12/4/477 

 

Keywords 

http://jtp.sagepub.com/cgi/content/abstract/12/4/477
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Collective memory, institutions, social capital, trust.  

 

Type of work (literature review, empirical, theoretical research) 

Theoretical work, game theory 

 

Objectives/Hypotheses 

Finding a way in which a society characterized by low social capital and inefficient legal and 

political institutions is transformed in a society with high level of trust among citizens.  

 

Reviewed theoretical perspectives 

Adam Smith‘s  'invisible hand' cannot function in  a society in which distrust is predominant. The 

solution form the prisoner‘s dilemma can work in a two-person game, but it‘s doubtful that it will 

work for an n-person game. The only solution that can work in a large-n situation is the ―rule of 

law‖ type of institution.   

 

Definitions and operationalizations of the key concepts (with a focus on social trust) 

Solutions to the social dilemma (or a very large n-person prisoner‘s dilemma) problem, according 

to the 'rational choice theory': one person will act honestly just when he will be convinced that all 

other people will act in the same way. 

The Rationalistic instrumental paradigma definition of trust: A will trust B, if A believes that B‘s 

incentive structure is such that it is in B‘s interest to fulfill A‘s expectations in a particular 

exchange. (Hardin, 1998). 

―Trust is a bet on the future contingent actions of others.‖(Sztompka, 1998). 

Collective memory is deliberately created by political entrepreneurs in order to accomplish their 

goals, it‘s a contested ideological terrain (Scwartz, 199; Coser, 1992). 

 

Methodology and data. Data origin (ex. country/ies, panel or not, individual or multilevel, etc.); 

type of statistical models (if any). 

 

Main findings. 

The more people trust in one another, the more they will trust in legal and political institutions. 

It‘s difficult to understand in which way the causal link is going. Non-cooperative game theory 

argument stressed that the more you trust in institutions, the more you will tend to trust in other 

people.   

To transform a non-cooperative society into a cooperative one, there is a need to change the 

collective memory concerning: 1. Who are we? 2. Who are the others? 3. What can these others 

be expected to do if we choose to trust them? 

The collective memory theory can be used as the missing link between the theory of social capital 

and game-theoretical explanations of cooperations.  

 

Most relevant quoted works 

Ostrom, Elinor (1998) ―A Behavioral Approach to the Rational Choice Theory of Collective 

Action‖, American Political Science Review 92: 11-23.  

Rothstein, Bo (1992b), ―Labor-Market Institutions and Working class Strength‖,  in Sven H. 

Steinmo et al. ―Structuring Politics: Historical Institutionalism in a Comparative Perspective‖, 
Cambridge University Press. 
Rothstein, Bo (1996), ―Social Justice and State Capacity‖, Politics&Society 20: 101-26. 
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Weingast, Barry R. (1993), ―The Political Foundation of Democracy and the Rule of law‖, 
American Political Science Review 91: 245-63. 

 

Observations/comments (ex. about limits, dialog with other perspectives) 

 

Relevance to the topic of the project (please grade it from 1 to 5)  

3 

Relevance of the article (no. of citations or whether you consider the article important please 

grade its relevance from 1-5) 

4 

 

 

Bibliographical reference of the article 

Camoes, Pedro J.2003. Political Trust, Democratic Institutions, and Vote Intentions: A Cross-

National Analysis of European Democracies. NEAPP Serie III. 

[http://www.google.ro/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=po 

litical%20trust%2] accessed 12.4.2011.   

 

Keywords 

Political trust, majoritarian system, consensual system, winners, losers, Western Europe   

 

Type of work (literature review, empirical, theoretical research) 

Comparative empirical research 

 

Objective/s/Hypothesis 

There is a bidirectional causality link between voting intentions and trust. Supporters of winning 

parties will have higher political trust. Losers will enjoy political distrust. 

In consensual democracies, as opposed to majoritarian democracies losers will have more political 

trust than losers in majoritarian democracies. 

 

Definitions and operationalization of the key concepts (with a focus on social trust) 

Political trust is measured as trust in government. Supporters of winners are those who support 

the incumbent parties. 

 

Methodology and data. Data origin (ex. country/ies, panel or not, individual or multilevel)  

 

SEM  taking political trust as a dependent variable and as an independent variable and logistic 

regression 

Uses 1994 Eurobarometer data. 

 

Main findings 

Winners trust more national governments. 

People with high trust are more likely to vote for incumbent parties or coalitions. 

Losers have lower political trust. 

The type of democracy has no effect. 

 

Most relevant quoted works 
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Anderson, Christopher J. and Christine A. Guillory. 1997. ―Political Institutions and Satisfaction 

with Democracy: A Cross-National Analysis of Consensus and Majoritarian Systems.‖ American 

Political Science Review 91: 66-81. 

 Anderson, Christopher J. and Andrew LoTempio. 1999. ―Winning, Losing, and Political Trust.‖ 

Paper Presented at the Annual Meeting of the American Political Science Association.  

Citrin, Jack. 1974. ―Comment: The political relevance of Trust in Government‖ American Political 

Science Review 68: 973-988. 

 Hetherington, Marc J. 1998. ―The Political Relevance of Political Trust.‖ American Political 

Science Review 92: 791-808. Miller, Arthur H. 1974. ―Political Issues and Trust in Government: 

1964-1970.‖ American Political Science Review 68: 9511-972. 

 Listhaug, Ola. 1995. ‖The Dynamics of Trust in Politicians‖ in Hans-Dieter Klingemann and 

Dieter Fuchs, eds. Citizens and the State. Oxford: Oxford University Press. pp. 261-297. 

 

Observations/comments (ex. about limits, dialogue with other perspectives) 

Sometimes colloquial language is used 

 

Relevance to the topic of the project (please grade it from 1 to 5) 2 

 

Relevance of the article (no. of citations or whether you consider the article important please 

grade its relevance from 1-5)  1 

 

 

Bibliographical reference of the article 

Pedro J. Camões. Political Trust, Democratic Institutions, and Vote Intentions: A Cross-National 

Analysis of European Democracies. NEAPP Série III (7), 2003 

 

Keywords 

 

Type of work (literature review, empirical, theoretical research) 

Empirical research  

 

Objectives/Hypotheses 

I argue that citizens/voters that belong to the majority of past electoral contest have higher 

probability of trusting government actions than those that belong to the minority 

 

Reviewed theoretical perspectives 

The legitimacy of representative democracy depends crucially on citizens‘ political attitudes 

towards institutions and politicians. 

It is true that the representation process requires some distance between the rulers and the ruled, 

but that distance cannot be too large.  If it is too large the representation breaks down, threatening 

democracy 

Easton‘s (1965) distinction between diffuse – long-run and persistent - and specific – timely-

limited - support for political trust 

The institutional type of democracy mediates the attitudes of trust 

Trusts in government makes a difference in future voting behavior 

Fuchs and Klingmann, 1995 - an exchange process, in which political institutions and politicians 

need to be responsive to the demands of the citizens, which, in turn, have to control that 

responsiveness by giving their supporting (pag 3) 
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Political trust is also a determinant of vote intentions 

 

Definitions and operationalizations of the key concepts (with a focus on social trust) 

Anderson and LoTempio, 1999 political trust as people‘s beliefs or ―feelings about the 

government‖ 

This include include different dimensions, such as honesty and ethical qualities, ability 

and efficacy of (Hetherington, 1998) government, and correctness of their policy orientations  

How voters behave and how they experience the functioning of political system has consequences 

on whether or not they trust the government, and if they trust behave differently 

Anderson and Guillory, 1997 the losers of democratic competition show lower levels of 

satisfaction than do those in the majority‖ 

Democracy and representation implies that if government fails to be responsive, the support is 

canalized to opposition 

Hetherington, 1999 institutions mediate the role of trusting the government 

 

Methodology and data. Data origin (ex. country/ies, panel or not, individual or multilevel, etc.); 

type of statistical models (if any). 

Eurobarometer surveys of 1994 / individuals surveyed in twelve west European countries 

recursive causal model 

 

Main findings 

Mediative effect of type of democracy was not supported here  

Political trust is not only determined but also determines attitudes and behaviors 

 

Most relevant quoted works 

Anderson and LoTempio, 1999 

Anderson and Guillory, 1997 

Hetherington, 1999 

 

Observations/comments (ex. about limits, dialog with other perspectives) 

 

Relevance to the topic of the project (please grade it from 1 to 5)  

4 

 

Relevance of the article (no. of citations or whether you consider the article important please 

grade its relevance from 1-5) 

4 

 

 

 

Bibliographical reference of the article 

Cesarini, D., Dawes, C. T., Fowler, J. H., Johannesson, M., Lichtenstein, P., & Wallace, B. 

(2008). Heritability of cooperative behavior in the trust game. Proceedings of the National 
Academy of Sciences of the United States of America, 105(10), 3721-6. 

doi:10.1073/pnas.0710069105 
Keywords 

Behavioral genetics, cooperation, experimental economics 
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Type of work (literature review, empirical, theoretical research) 

Empirical research 

 

Objective/s/Hypothesis/es 

The primary goal is to investigate whether individual differences in trust and 

trustworthiness can, in part, be explained by genetic variation. 

The objective is to estimate the degree to which variation in trust and trustworthiness is 

influenced by genetic factors (A), environmental factors shared or common to co-twins (C), and 

unshared environmental factors (E). 

 

Reviewed theoretical perspectives 

Because MZ twins share the same genes, whereas the genes of DZ twins are only imperfectly 

correlated, MZ twins should exhibit higher correlation in their behavior than DZ twins if genetic 

differences help explain heterogeneity in strategies. 

 

Some scholars have objected to the assumption that MZ and DZ environments are comparable, 

arguing that MZ twins tend to be more influenced by one another and are treated more similarly 

by their parents than DZ twins (10). If so, then greater similarity in MZ twins might merely 

reflect that their shared environments cause them to become more similar than DZ twins. 

 

Personality and cognitive differences between MZ and DZ twins persist even among DZ twins 

whose zygosity has been miscategorized by their parents, indicating that being mistakenly treated 

as an identical twin by one‘s parents is not sufficient to generate observed differences in similarity. 

Further, although MZ twins are sometimes in more frequent contact with each other than DZ 

twins, it appears that twin similarity may cause greater contact rather than vice versa 

 

Definitions and operationalizations of the key concepts (with a focus on social trust) 

Trust game: In a trust game, an  individual (the investor) decides how much money out of an 

initial endowment to send to another subject (the trustee). The sent amount is then multiplied by 

some factor, usually three, and the trustee decides how much of the money received to send back 

to the investor. The standard game-theoretic prediction for a single anonymous interaction 

between two purely self-interested individuals is for the investor to send nothing, rationally 

anticipating that the trustee will not reciprocate. 

 

Methodology and data. Data origin (ex. country/ies, panel or not, individual or multilevel, etc.); 

type of statistical models (if any). 

Experimental design, comparative, 658 subjects from  the population-based Swedish Twin 

Registry and 706 subjects recruited from the 2006 and 2007 Twins Days Festivals in Twinsburg, 

Ohio, US. The data was generated through the ―trust game‖ administered to monozygotic 

(identical) and dizygotic (non-identical) same-sex twin pairs. Nonparametric correlations, mixed-

effects Bayesian ACE analysis.  

 

Main findings 

a. variation in how subjects play the trust game is partially accounted for by genetic 

differences; 

b. Unshared environmental variation is a much more significant source of phenotypic 

variation than genetic variation; 
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c. Heritability generates quite an important amount of the variance of trustworthiness; 

d. Even though genetic differences play a significant role for behavior in the classic trust 

game, the largest portion of the variance is explained by differences in unique environment. This 

is consistent with general results from the trust game that indicate behavior is more susceptible to 

state (unique mood, context) than trait. 

 

Most relevant quoted works 

Knack S, Keefer P (1997) Does social capital have an economic payoff? A cross-country 

investigation. Q J Econ 112:1251–1288. 

Zak PJ, Knack S (2001) Trust and Growth. Econ J 470:295–321. 

Berg JE, Dickhaut J, McCabe K (1995) Trust, reciprocity, and social history. Games Econ 

Behav 10: 122–142. 

Kurzban R, HouserD(2005) Experiments investigating cooperative types in humans:A 

complement to evolutionary theory and simulations. Proc Natl Acad SciUSA102:1803– 1807. 

Zak PJ, Kurzban R, Matzner WT (2005) Oxytocin is associated with human trustwor- 

thiness. Horm Behav 48:522–527. 

Kosfeld M, Heinrichs M, Zak P, Fischbacher U, Fehr E (2005) Oxytocin increases trust in 

humans. Nature 435:673–676. 

Takahashi TCA, et al. (2005) Interpersonal trust and social stress-induced cortisol 

elevation. NeuroReport 16:197–199. 

Hautanen A, et al. (1998) Associations between aldosterone synthase gene polymor- phism 

and the adrenocortical function in males. J Intern Med 244:11–18. 

Cox JC (2004) How to identify trust and reciprocity. Games Econ Behav 46:260–281. 

 

Observations/comments (ex. about limits, dialog with other perspectives) 

The article explores a seemingly overlooked dimension of trust (especially by social scientists), the 

physiological predisposition of trusting.  

 

Relevance to the topic of the project (please grade it from 1 to 5): 1 

 

Relevance of the article (no. of citations or whether you consider the article important please 

grade its relevance from 1-5): 3 

 

 

Bibliographical reference of the article 

Political Studies Association, ―How Is High Trust in China Possible? Comparing the Origins of 

Generalized Trust in Three Chinese Societies‖, Political Studies   

 

Keywords 

China, generalized trust, institutions, culture, social capital 

 

Type of work (literature review, empirical, theoretical research) 

Empirical 

 

Objective/s/Hypothesis/es 

H1: link between trust and institutional confidence varies strongly with aggregate levels of 

institutional confidence and corruption 
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H2: if the objective level of institutional trustworthiness is decisive, the link between 

institutional confidence and trust should be strong in Hong Kong, weaker in Taiwan, and weakest 

in Mainland China. 

H3: the existence of a political response bias should be discernible by a larger number of 

missing values for items measuring generalized trust and institutional confidence in Mainland 

China than for the two other societies. 

H4: set of characteristics distinguish trust as measured in the Mainland Chinese 

countryside from trust measured elsewhere in the three societies 

 

Reviewed theoretical perspectives 

Generalized trust is theorized as an optimistic attitude that regards interaction with others, 

includingthose that one does not know personally, as an opportunity rather than a threat (Uslaner, 

2002, p.34).Moreover, generalized trust is often distinguished from particularized trust (Putnam, 

2000; 

Stolle, 2002; Uslaner, 2002), which is sometimes also referred to as thick or strategic trust. In 

contrast to the former, particularized trust is ‗extended [only] toward people the individual knows 

from everyday interactions‘ (Freitag and Traunmüller, 2009, p. 784) and is dependent on repeated 

interactions (Axelrod, 1984). 

 

Definitions and operationalization of the key concepts (with a focus on social trust) 

Generalized trust is theorized as an optimistic attitude that regards interaction with others, 

including those that one does not know personally, as an opportunity rather than a threat  

 

Methodology and data 

Statistical analysis of the data from the Asian Barometer Survey (2010).  There were used national 

probability samples, a standard questionnaire instrument, intensive training of fieldworkers, face-

to-face interviews, quality controls through strict field supervision, and other quality checks. All 

three datasets were randomly sampled in a multi-stage process 

 

Data origin (ex. country/ies, panel or not, individual or multilevel, etc.); type of statistical models 

(if any). 

2001 Taiwan and Hong Kong and 2002 Mainland China 

 

Main findings 

The findings show that institutional confidence is positively associated with trust in all three 

societies. Also does not lend support for the first part of H2.  Also denied the third hypothesis, 

meanwhile H4, receives some support 

 

Most relevant quoted works 

Putnam, R. D. (2000) Bowling Alone: The Collapse and Revival of American Community. New 

York: Simon & Schuster 

 

Observations/comments (ex. about limits, dialog with other perspectives) 

Research done on Asian culture, and might be different from what is in Europe. 

 

Relevance to the topic of the project (please grade it from 1 to 5)  

2,5 
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Relevance of the article (no. of citations or whether you consider the article important please 

grade its relevance from 1-5) 

3,5 

 

 

Bibliographical reference of the article 

COYE CHESHIRE, ALEXANDRA GERBASI and KAREN S. COOK. 2010. Trust and Transitions in 

Modes of Exchange. Social Psychology Quarterly Vol. 73, No. 2, 176–195 

 

Keywords 

Trust, exchange, transitions, uncertainty, cooperation 

 

Type of work (literature review, empirical, theoretical research) 

Experiment computer-based 

 

Objectives/Hypotheses 

We investigate changes in levels of trust by focusing on relationships that initially begin with 

reciprocal exchanges.  

We argue that trust decreases as the uncertainty in the mode of exchange decreases.  

H1: Trust decreases when there is a shift from cooperative reciprocal exchange to 

cooperative nonbinding negotiated exchange 

H2: Trust decreases when there is a shift from cooperative reciprocal exchange to binding 

negotiated 

exchange 

 

 

Reviewed theoretical perspectives 

 

Molm et all. 2000: Changing the mode of exchange should have consequences for the 

actors involved.  These include changes in perceived trustworthiness, the nature of the 

attributions actors make about one another, and attributions regarding the situation in which they 

find themselves. Reciprocal exchange produces stronger trust and affective commitment compared 

to negotiated exchange, and that behaviors signaling the partner‘s trustworthiness have a greater 

impact on trust in reciprocal exchange. Reciprocal exchange has relatively high levels of 

uncertainty, generally requiring more trust than the two forms of negotiated exchange because the 

terms of exchange are not simultaneously discussed and opportunism is possible. 

Hardin 2001 focused on the idea that cognitive trust is based on beliefs that derives from 

personal experience, reputation, or similar sources of information that facilitate our estimation of 

one‘s trustworthiness.  

Kollock‘s (1994) work shows that the level of uncertainty in a social exchange setting is 

directly related to the development of trust between individuals as they search out trustworthy 

partners. As a result, trust is more likely to develop in more uncertain environments, such as that 

created in reciprocal exchange or, to some extent, in nonbinding negotiated exchange 

Blau (1964) observe that in the process of assessing trustworthiness is important our 

behavioral experience with a specificparty, in particular their level of cooperation.  

Molm et al. 2009 low cooperation in reciprocal and negotiated exchange is associated with low 

trust  
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Definitions and operationalizations of the key concepts (with a focus on social trust) 

 

Methodology and data. Data origin (ex. country/ies, panel or not, individual or multilevel, etc.); 

type of statistical models (if any). 

Modified Z-Tree experimental software program 

Each network consisted of one real participant and three simulated actors 

 

Main findings. 

Hypothesis 1 predicts that trust will decrease for those who shift from cooperative 

reciprocal exchange to cooperative nonbinding exchange.  

Hypothesis 2 also predicts a decrease in trust with a shift from cooperative reciprocal to 

binding negotiated exchange.  

Hypothesis 3 predicts that in low-cooperation environments a shift from reciprocal 

exchange to on binding negotiated exchange will lead to an increase in trust as a result of the 

change in mode of exchange.  

In reciprocal exchange, trust levels tend to mirror the levels of cooperation 

The level of uncertainty involved in the form of exchange partially regulates the potential range of 

trust development. In this way, low-cooperation reciprocal exchange may act like an incubator for 

future trust 

 

Most relevant quoted works 

Blau, Peter. [1964] 1986. Exchange and Power. New York: John Wiley and SonGerbasi 2007 

Hardin, Russell. 2001. ‗‗Conceptions and Explanations of Trust.‘‘ Pp. 3–39 in Trust in Society, 

edited 

by Karen S. Cook. New York: Russell Sage. 

Hardin,and Levi 2005 

Molm, Linda, Nobuyuki Takahashi, and Gretchen Peterson. 2000. ‗‗Risk and Trust in Social 

Exchange: 

An Experimental Test of a Classical Proposition.‘‘ American Journal of Sociology 105:1396–427 

Molm,Schaefer, and Collett. 2009.‗‗Risk, Uncertainty, and Trust in Negotiated and Reciprocal 

Forms of Exchange.‘‘ Sociological Theory 27:1–32 

 

10. Observations/comments (ex. about limits, dialog with other perspectives) 

Very strong conditions and the lack or incomplete support for it  

 

11. Relevance to the topic of the project (please grade it from 1 to 5)  

4 

 

12. Relevance of the article (no. of citations or whether you consider the article important please 

grade its relevance from 1-5) 

3 

 

 

 

 

Bibliographical reference of the article 

        Delhey, Jan, Kenneth Newton, and Christian Welzel. 2011. ―How General Is Trust in ‗Most 

People‘? Solving the Radius of Trust Problem.‖ American Sociological Review 76(5): 786-807. 
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Keywords 

civicness, general trust, in-group/out-group trust, social capital, trust radius 

 

Type of work (literature review, empirical, theoretical research) 

Empirical research and literature review 

 

Objective/s/Hypothesis/es 

The radius of trust i.e. how large is the group ―most people‖ in generalized trust questions? 

The impact of civic behavior and civic attitudes are dependent on a large radius of trust. 

 

Reviewed theoretical perspectives 

The theory discusses the relationship between the level of trust and the radius of trust. 

It discusses the determinants of the radius of trust. 

It tries to answer these questions: 

To what the question of generalized trust reaches beyond family and friends 

Is the radius of trust similar in all countries? 

The country rankings of trust change once the radius of trust is taken into account? 

Is there a better measure of generalized trust? 

 

Definitions and operationalizations of the key concepts (with a focus on social trust) 

Two types of trust in others: one in the narrow group which is called thick trust and one that 

refers to a wider radius which is called thin trust or diffuse trust. 

―Particular trust is functional in small, face-to-face communities where people know each other 

and interact closely, where social controls are strong (Gambetta 1988; Portes and Landolt 1996; 

Portes and Sensenbrenner 1993), and misbehavior can be easily sanctioned (Axelrod 1990). 

General trust in unfamiliar others is functional for complex societies that involve countless daily 

interactions between unfamiliar people (Nannestad 2008; Newton 2007).‖ 

Level of trust  ―is the strength of cooperative norms‖ 

Radius of trust  ―the circle of people among whom cooperative norms are operative‖ 

 

Methodology and data. Data origin (ex. country/ies, panel or not, individual or multilevel, etc.); 

type of statistical models (if any). 

World Values Survey data from 51 countries from WVS 5 from 2005-2007 

The questionnaire can be downloaded from http://www.worldvaluessurvey.org. 

Unspecified trust is measured as a dichotomous variable. 

Cultural heritage is measured by a dichotomous variable for Protestantism and 

Confucianism. 

Social diversity is measured by ethnic fractionalization (Fearon) and income inequality 

(Gini index). 

Economic diversity is measured by cognitive mobilization (World Bank‘s Knowledge 

Index 2010) and prosperity level is measured with GDP per capita in purchasing power parities in 

2000 

Institutional quality  is measured by democratic experience measured by the democratic 

stock indez and rule of law measured by good governance indicator and corruption indicators fro 

2000. 

http://www.worldvaluessurvey.org/
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Trust radius is measured by impact of out-group trust (people you meet the first time, 

people of other nationality and people of other religion) minus in-group trust (family, 

neighborhood and people you know personally). 

 

Method is OLS regressions testing seven models that possibly affect trust radius 

 

Main findings 

People do imagine a wider radius of trust when answering the question on generalized trust. Trust 

radiuses are smaller in Confucian countries and wider in northern countries. 

The radius adjusted trust reveals a different display of trust in terms of regions. Trust in China and 

South Korea is lower and trust in Latin America and Eastern Europe is a bit higher. The 

association of trust with civicness is stronger on radius adjusted trust. 
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Observations/comments (ex. about limits, dialog with other perspectives) 

 

Relevance to the topic of the project (please grade it from 1 to 5)  

5 

Relevance of the article (no. of citations or whether you consider the article important please 

grade its relevance from 1-5) 

5 

 

 

 

Bibliographical reference of the article 

Van Maele, Dimitri and Van Houtte, Mieke (2009), „Faculty Trust and Organizational School 

Characteristics: An Exploration Across Secondary Schools in Flanders‖, Educational 
Administration Quarterly, Volume 45 Number 4, October 2009 556-589 

http://eaq.sagepub.com/content/45/4/556 

 

Keywords 

Trust,  teacher,  organization, secondary school 

 

Type of work (literature review, empirical, theoretical research) 

Empirical research 

 

Objectives/Hypotheses 

To explore association between organizational school characteristics and teachers‘ trust. 

- to determine the incidence of a shared level of trust among teachers from the same school – 

collective trust or faculty trust (faculty trust in students, in parents, in colleagues, and in 

principals). The school-level determinants of faculty trust are indicators of schools‘ organizational 

value (culture, size, group composition). 

Hypothesis: 

1. private schools are marked by a higher degree of collective trust at the school level than are 

public schools. 

2. a large number of students enrolled in a school decreases the collective level of trust present in a 

school. 

3. hypothesize that a low socioeconomic student body reduces the degree of collective trust 

present in a school. 

4. a high proportion of females within a Flemish secondary school strengthens collective trust at 

the school level 

 

 

 

http://eaq.sagepub.com/content/45/4/556
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Reviewed theoretical perspectives 

- importance of trust in organization‘s functioning (Bryk & Schneider, 2003; Kochanek, 2005; 

Louis, 2007; Troman, 2000; Uline, Miller, & Tschannen-Moran, 1998). 

- interpersonal trust and his influence on a school‘s effectiveness (Bryk & Schneider, 2002; 

Goddard, 2003; D. H. Hargreaves, 2001)  

- trust as a collective feature of teachers instructing at the same school; it is assumed that teachers 

from the same school have a similar level of trust (Hoy & Tschannen-Moran, 2003). 

- organizational features like social class, immigrant, and gender composition are related with trust 

in an institution such as a school (Bryk & Schneider, 2002; Goddard et al., 2001; Patchen, 2004; 

Van Houtte, 2007). 

 

Definitions and operationalizations of the key concepts (with a focus on social trust) 

- trust is an indicator of the stock of organizational social capital (Leana & Van Buren, 1999), 

which is a determinant of an organization‘s functioning (Coleman, 1990; Leana & Van Buren, 

1999) 

- interpersonal interactions become more complex as the number of organizational members 

increases,  (Talacchi, 1960). This could lead to a decrease of trust among the members. 

- social class, immigrant, and gender composition could influence a staff‘s trust on the basis that 

social similarities may be grounds for trust in schools (Bryk & Schneider, 2002; Goddard et al., 

2001; Patchen, 2004; Van Houtte, 2007). 

 

Methodology and data. Data origin (ex. country/ies, panel or not, individual or multilevel, etc.); 

type of statistical models (if any). 

Sample: data from the Flemish Educational Assessment (2004-2005 school year), from 2,104 third- 

and/or fifth-grade teachers (the 9th and 11th grades in the American educational system, 

respectively) by means of anonymous written questionnaires across a representative sample of 84 

secondary schools in Flanders. Moreover,11,872 third- and fifth-grade students (approximately 15 

and 17 years old, respectively) from the sample schools plus one additional school completed 

written questionnaires. Across the 85 schools, information about some basic school characteristics 

was also gathered by written questionnaires filled out by school principals. 

Measurements:  teacher trust using 29 items with 5-point scale.  

Method: factor analysis with Varimax rotation 

 

Main findings 

Teachers‘ trust in students, parents, colleagues,and the principal is shared at a school level. The 

variation of the teachers‘s trust is explained by the organizational structure. It seems that 

organizational features like value culture, size, group composition explain a big proportion of the 

variance in faculty trust in students, parents, and colleagues, while the trust in principles is related 

to trust in clients.  

Hypotheses are confirmed. 

 

Most relevant quoted works 

Goddard, R. D., Hoy, A. W., & Hoy, W. K. (2000). „Collective teacher efficacy: Its meaning, 

measure, and impact on student achievement‖, American Educational Research Journal, 37, 479-

507. 
Tschannen-Moran, M., & Hoy, W. K. (1998). „Trust in schools: A conceptual and empirical 

analysis‖, Journal of Educational Administration, 36, 334-352. 
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Observations/comments (ex. about limits, dialog with other perspectives) 

this Is the first research relating organizational school characteristics to teachers‘ trust in the 

European research context. 

 

Relevance to the topic of the project (please grade it from 1 to 5)  

3,5 

12. Relevance of the article (no. of citations or whether you consider the article important please 

grade its relevance from 1-5) 

4,5 

 

 

 

Bibliographical reference of the article 

Peter Thisted Dinesen and Marc Hooghe. When in Rome, Do as the Romans Do: The 

Acculturation of Generalized Trust among Immigrants in Western Europe. International 
Migration  Review 2010 

 

Keywords 

 

Type of work (literature review, empirical, theoretical research) 

Empirical  

 

Objectives/Hypotheses 

how  trust  develops among  non-western  immigrants  in  their  new  country  of  residence  in 

Western Europe 

 

Reviewed theoretical perspectives 

When citizens consider most other citizens to be trustworthy they tend to be more tolerant, more 

satisfied with democracy and more likely to pay taxes (Scholz  and  Lubell,  1998;  Uslaner,  2002;  

Zmerli  and  Newton, 2008). Apart from these more civic virtues, research has also shown that 

trust is positively associated with individual well-being in terms of health and  life  satisfaction  

(Helliwell,  2003;  Lindstrom  and  Mohseni,  2009; Rostila,  2007) Acculturation, the influence of 

individuals with a specific set of cultural attitudes on individuals with other attitudes (Sam, 

2006:11) 

Putnam (2007) has shown that ethnic diversity is associated with lower levels of trust (see also 

Alesina and Ferrara, 2002) 

Rothstein (2009), the welfare state tends to produce trust, but in part it also depends on high levels 

of trust. 

Uslaner (2008:726): ‗‗When immigrants from a trusting country come to their  new  homes,  they  

carry  on  their  cultural  traditions  of  trust  rather than simply adapting to the new realities of 

their adopted environment.‘‘ 

Self-selection  in  migrants‘  choice  of  destination  country - both economic factors and cultural 

factors, such as the colonial past of this country, and these (Hooghe   et al.,   2008) 

Education  being  one  of  the  strongest  predictors  of  trust  Helliwell  and Putnam, 2007 

Education  may  also  expose  individuals  to  a  more  cosmopolitan culture with more tolerant 

and trusting attitudes as the result (Brehm and Rahn,  1997) 

Good  government and well-functioning state institutions that citizens trust have also been  

shown  to  lay  the  foundation  for  generalized  trust  by  promoting fairness  and  impartiality  
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and  mitigating  societal  conflict  (Brehm  and Rahn,  1997;  Delhey  and  Newton,  2003;  

Rothstein  and  Stolle,  2008).  

Potential explanation of the acculturation of trust of immigrants arguing  that  citizens‘  

perception  of  the  fairness  of  political  institutions and  their  street-level  representatives  is  

crucial  for  trust  in  other  people (Rothstein and Stolle, 2008 

 

Definitions and operationalizations of the key concepts (with a focus on social trust) 

Immigrants = respondents were born in the country in  which  they  reside 

Respondents  were  also  asked  whether  their  father and ⁄ or  their  mother  were  born  in  their  

present  country  of  residence (at least one parent) 

Scale measure, 0 – 11 for trust. ‗‗Generally  speaking  would you say that most people can be 

trusted, or that you can‘t be too careful in dealing with people‘‘, ‗‗Do you think that most people 

would try to  take  advantage  of  you if  they  got  the chance,  or  would  they  try to be fair?‘‘ and  

‗‗Would you  say that most  of the time  people  try to  be helpful   or   that   they   are   mostly   

looking   out   for   themselves?‘‘ 

Institutional  trust  is  constructed  as  a  summated  scale  of  trust  in  the following four 

institutions: the parliament, politicians, the judicial system and the police. All trust questions were 

measured on an 11-point scale ranging from ‗‗no trust at all‘‘ (0) to ‗‗complete trust‘‘ (10) 

 

Methodology and data. Data origin (ex. country/ies, panel or not, individual or multilevel, etc.); 

type of statistical models (if any). 

European Social Survey (ESS), 2004 – 2007 

Ordinary least squares (OLS) 

 

Main findings 

No dramatic differences in the trust of natives and immigrants have been observed.  

Trust among immigrants is taking place in the sense that trust of immigrants tends to resemble 

trust of the native population of the country of residence 

Natives generally  appear  to  be  more  trusting  than  immigrants  in  the  countries with the most 

trusting natives, while the pattern is less clear in the countries with the least trusting natives 

Second generation immigrants have overall lower levels of trust than first generation immigrants 

Integration policy does not influence trust of immigrants. 

Trust in  institutions  and  life  satisfaction,  are  the strongest predictors followed by resources in 

terms of education.  

Unemployed have a positive impact on trust, but this effect is small in magnitude 

Occurrence of an acculturation of trust among immigrants 

 

Most relevant quoted works 

Uslaner, E. 2002  The Moral Foundation of Trust. New York: Cambridge University Press. 

Uslaner, E. 2008  ‗‗Where You stand Depends Upon where Your Grandparents Sat. The 

Inheritability 

of Generalized Trust.‘‘ Public Opinion Quarterly 72(4):725–740.  

Bjørnskov, C. 2006  ‗‗Determinants of Generalized Trust: A Cross-Country Comparison.‘‘ Public 

Choice 

130:1–21. 

 Rothstein and D. Stolle 2008  ‗‗The  State  and  Social  Capital:  An  Institutional  Theory  of  

Generalized  Trust.‘‘ Comparative Politics 40(4):441–460. 
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Observations/comments (ex. about limits, dialog with other perspectives) 

No immigrants in Italian sample?  

 

Relevance to the topic of the project (please grade it from 1 to 5)  

 

5 

Relevance of the article (no. of citations or whether you consider the article important please 

grade its relevance from 1-5) 

5 

 

 

Bibliographical reference of the article 

Peter Thiested Dinesen. Me and Jasmina down by the schoolyard: An analysis of the impact of 

ethnic diversity in school on the trust of schoolchildren. Social Science Research 40 (2011) 572–

585. 

 

Keywords 

Trust, Ethnic Diversity, School, Immigrants 

 

Type of work (literature review, empirical, theoretical research) 

Empirical research 

 

Objectives/Hypotheses 

The paper evaluates the impact of ethnic diversity on generalized trust in others and out-group 

trust in the primary school context. It asserts that ethnic diversity has a positive effect on both 

types of trust. 

 

Reviewed theoretical perspectives 

* Ethnic conflict theory (Forbes 2004, Duckitt 2003). 

Forbes (2004) points out, positive relationships between ethnic diversity and out-group relations 

are more likely to be found at lower levels of aggregation. Consequently, lowering the level of 

aggregation to the micro context of the school provides a fertile testing ground for examining the 

relationship between ethnic diversity and trust. The point is that at lower levels of aggregation, 

such as the primary school, inter-ethnic exposure and contact is inevitable. Bruegel (2005, p. 5): 

‗‗[s]chools are points of social interaction in ways in which local neighbourhoods aren‘t. So instead 

of inferring social contact between proximate neighbours, we know that there is some interaction 

between children in a school class‘‘. In other words, when children from diverse ethnic 

backgrounds attend school together, they simply cannot refrain from interacting with each other 

in various situations. 

* Contact theory (Allport, 1954; Pettigrew, 1998; Pettigrew and Tropp, 2006): exposure to and 

contact with other ethnic groups reduces cross-group prejudice and negative inter-ethnic 

attitudes. Inter-ethnic contact is more likely to produce positive interethnic relations if a number 

of facilitating conditions are present in the contact situation: 

1. First, the contact in primary school is of a non-trivial nature. 

2. Second, in the Danish context, the contact between different ethnic groups is likely to be 

between individuals of equal status (e.g., due to relatively low socio-economic inequality) and this 

interaction enjoys institutional support. 
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3. Third, the contact in primary school is likely to involve some element of common intergroup 

cooperation, which in some instances is also likely to be in the pursuit of a superordinate goal, e.g., 

when working together on group projects in class or being on the same sports team. 

4. Finally, the fact that the schoolchildren are young, and hence unlikely to exhibit prejudice of a 

more deeply held nature, may also be expected to intensify the potential positive impact of inter-

ethnic contact on trust of schoolchildren.  

 

In addition, the paper quotes a number of studies that have examined how school diversity 

influences inter-ethnic relations more generally. 

 

Definitions and operationalizations of the key concepts (with a focus on social trust) 

Generalized trust is trust in abstract others about whom one holds no prior knowledge.  

Trust in out-groups refers to trust in members of other ethnic groups; 

 

In keeping with recommendations made by Reeskens and Hooghe (2008), generalized trust is 

measured as a summated scale consisting of the following three questions: ‗‗Generally speaking, 

would you say that most people can be trusted or that you can‘t be too careful in dealing with 

people?‘‘; ‗‗Do you think that most people would try to take advantage of you if they got the 

chance or would they try to be fair?‘‘; and ‗‗Would you say that most of the time people try to be 

helpful or that they are mostly looking out for themselves?‘‘ 

 

Methodology and data. Data origin (ex. country/ies, panel or not, individual or multilevel, etc.); 

type of statistical models (if any). 

 

DATA: Survey data collected among ethnic minorities – first- and second-generation immigrants – 

and members of the ethnic majority – native Danes – in the final years of primary school in 

Denmark (grades 7–9, where the children are generally 14–16 years old). 

The survey design includes sampling of respondents from schools at all levels of ethnic diversity, 

thereby maximizing the variation on the independent variable; matching of native Danish and 

immigrant children on gender, school and grade level to increase the comparability between 

respondents; and data on the children‘s parents to control for the risk of self-selection accounting 

for the observed relationship between ethnic diversity and trust. 

 

For all of the children that responded to the survey, one of their parents were randomly chosen 

and contacted and asked to respond to a questionnaire. If the selected parent would or could not 

participate in the survey, the other parent was accepted instead. The survey consists of a 

questionnaire, which the respondents were first asked to fill out on the Internet (a web-based 

version). If they did not respond on the Internet, they were later contacted by interviewers for a 

telephone interview. The overall survey response rate was 59.2% for the children and 49.3% for 

the child–parent dyads. 76% of the children and 74% of the parents were interviewed by 

telephone, while the remaining respondents completed the questionnaire on the Internet. 

 

The survey used a sampling strategy in which schools were stratified on the level of ethnic 

diversity in terms of the share of first- and second-generation non-western immigrants in the final 

three grades of primary school (grades 7–9). 

Second, the survey design secures a high degree of comparability between the ethnic majority and 

ethnic minority respondents. Initially, random samples of the four immigrant groups were drawn. 

After having conducted interviews with the immigrants, slightly less than half of these 
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respondents from schools with varying levels of diversity were matched with native Danish 

schoolchildren on the following three parameters: school, grade and gender. 

If the respondents had difficulties answering the questions in Danish during the telephone 

interview, they were subsequently interviewed by bilingual interviewers. 

 

MODELS: The models are estimated using OLS regression with interaction terms, with standard 

errors clustered at the school level to take potential intra-school correlation of errors into account. 

 

Main findings. 

The results of the analysis do not confirm the negative relationship between ethnic diversity and 

trust found in earlier research. In the primary school setting, ethnic diversity does not affect 

generalized trust and has a positive impact on out-group trust of native Danish pupils (i.e., their 

trust in immigrants). Therefore, it provides partial support for the contact theory and no support 

for the conflict theory. 

 

Most relevant quoted works 

Hooghe, M., Reeskens, T., Stolle, D., Trappers, A., 2009. Ethnic diversity and generalized 

trust in Europe. A cross-national multilevel study. Comparative Political Studies 42, 198–223. 

Letki, N., 2008. Does diversity erode social cohesion? Social capital and race in British 

neighbourhoods. Political Studies 56, 99–126. 

Putnam, R.D., 2007. E Pluribus Unum: diversity and community in the twenty-first 

century. The 2006 Johan Skytte Prize Lecture. Scandinavian Political Studies 30, 137–174. 

Stolle, D., Harrell, A., 2009. Social capital and ethno-racial diversity: learning to trust in an 

immigrant society. Centre for the Study of Democratic Citizenship. McGill University, Montreal, 

Canada. 

Stolle, D., Soroka, S., Johnston, R., 2008. When does diversity erode trust? Neighbourhood 

diversity, interpersonal trust and the mediating effect of social interactions. Political Studies 56, 

57–75. 

Uslaner, E., 2006. Does Diversity Drive Down Trust? Mimeo. Department of Government 

and Politics. University of Maryland–College Park. 

 

Observations/comments (ex. about limits, dialog with other perspectives) 

No longitudinal data and multilevel approach. Not very clear the distinction between generalized 

trust and out-group trust.  

 

Relevance to the topic of the project (please grade it from 1 to 5)  

5 - it is very relevant from the point of view of theory, measures, research design and results. 

 

Relevance of the article (no. of citations or whether you consider the article important please 

grade its relevance from 1-5) 

4  

 

 

 

Bibliographical reference of the article 

Effron, D. a, & Miller, D. T. (2011). Reducing exposure to trust-related risks to avoid self-blame. 

Personality & social psychology bulletin, 37(2), 181-92. doi:10.1177/0146167210393532 
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Keywords 

trust, risk, self-blame, exploitation, sucker effect, decision making, invest, regret, trust game 

  

Type of work (literature review, empirical, theoretical research) 

Empirical research 

 

Objective/s/Hypothesis/es 

 

People are more motivated to avoid losses that represent trust violations than losses that are 

otherwise economically identical (i.e., have the same probability of resulting in a material loss of 

equal magnitude) but do not violate trust. The studies explore how this motivation manifests itself 

in the context of risk decisions. 

 

a. Whether people make more conservative risk decisions when risk requires trust. 

b. Whether people actually do respond with greater self-blame to trust violations than to 

otherwise economically identical losses. 

c. How repeated risk decisions might reveal the motivational potency of trust violations. 

d. To examine the motivational consequences of experienced trust violations. 

 

Reviewed theoretical perspectives 

 

People expect trust violations to add disutility to loss (Bohnet & Zeckhauser, 2004; Koehler & 

Gershoff, 2003). People predict that trust violations will incite anger, resentment, and punitive 

sentiment toward the violator (Koehler & Gershoff, 2003). 

 

Victims of trust violations often feel foolish, think ―they should have known better‖ than to trust, 

and experience the sting of ―kicking themselves‖ that characterizes regret (Zeelenberg, van Dijk, 

Manstead, & van der Pligt, 2000). 

 

The aversive combination of anger and self-blame that trust violations may arouse has been 

described as feeling like a sucker (Vohs, Baumeister, & Chin, 2007). 

After experiencing a loss due to chance, people often make riskier subsequent decisions because of 

a motivation to recoup their loss (Leopold, 1978; Thaler & Johnson, 1990). 

 

Definitions and operationalizations of the key concepts (with a focus on social trust) 

 

trust = a willingness to make oneself vulnerable to another person based on the expectation that 

he or she does not have or will not act on harmful or selfish intentions (Rousseau, Sitkin, Burt, & 

Camerer, 1998; Simpson, 2007). 

 

Methodology and data. Data origin (ex. country/ies, panel or not, individual or multilevel, etc.); 

type of statistical models (if any). 

- 3 studies, experimental design,  

- Study 1 = survey of students (N=97), ANCOVA, regression; 

- Study 2= online survey, N=145, ANCOVA, regression; 

- Study 3 = online survey, trust game, N=51; 

 

Main findings: 
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a. S1:The effect of the manipulation on participants‘ willingness to invest was significantly 

mediated by anticipated self-blame. 

b. S1: Participants predicted that they would blame themselves more for losing an 

investment due to fraud (a trust violation) than due to low consumer demand (not a trust 

violation). 

c. S2: Participants anticipated greater self-blame when risk required trust. 

d. S2: Greater anticipated self-blame predicted greater risk aversion. 

e. S2: participants were less willing to tolerate risk in an economic game when the other 

player‘s move was determined by another person than when it was determined by chance 

(Bohnet & Zeckhauser, 2004). Risk only requires trust when it involves making oneself 

vulnerable to the behavior of another person. 

f. S2: Anticipated self-blame was responsible for the relative aversion to trust-related risk. 

g. After incurring a loss, participants seemed eager to take on even greater risk in a 

subsequent decision—unless the loss had violated trust. This ―once bitten, twice shy‖ 

effect occurred even though the first loss was designed to be nondiagnostic of the odds 

that a second loss would occur. Apparently, the motivation to avoid a future loss was 

greater when a prior loss represented a trust violation. 

 

People expect trust violations to result in greater self-blame than otherwise economically identical 

losses that do not violate trust and that, as a result, people make more conservative decisions about 

trust- related risks than about otherwise economically identical risks not related to trust. 

 

Most relevant quoted works 

Bohnet, I., & Zeckhauser, R. (2004). Trust, risk and betrayal. Jour- nal of Economic 

Behavior & Organization, 55, 467-484. 

Connolly, T., & Zeelenberg, M. (2002). Regret in decision making. Current Directions in 

Psychological Science, 11, 212-216. 

Simpson, J. A. (2007). Foundations of interpersonal trust. In A. W. Kruglanski & E. T. 

Higgins (Eds.), Social psychology: A handbook of basic principles (2nd ed., pp. 587-607). New 

York, NY: Guilford. 

 

Rotter, J. B. (1967). A new scale for the measurement of interpersonal trust. Journal of Personality, 

35, 651-665. 

Rousseau, D. M., Sitkin, S. B., Burt, R. S., & Camerer, C. (1998). Not so different after all: A 

cross-discipline view of trust. Academy of Management Review, 23, 393-404. 

Simpson, J. A. (2007). Foundations of interpersonal trust. In A. W. Kruglanski & E. T. 

Higgins (Eds.), Social psychology: A handbook of basic principles (2nd ed., pp. 587-607). New 

York, NY: Guilford. 

 

Observations/comments (ex. about limits, dialog with other perspectives) 

The selection process of the subjects for all the three studies might have induced a bias. 

The article is quite relevant in terms of the psychological processes involved in the decision of 

whether or not to trust (in strategic, economic interactions)    

 

Relevance to the topic of the project (please grade it from 1 to 5) 

1 
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Relevance of the article (no. of citations or whether you consider the article important please 

grade its relevance from 1-5) 

3 

 

 

Bibliographical reference of the article 

James Farr. Social Capital: A Conceptual History. Political Theory, Vol. 32, No. 1 (Feb., 2004) 

 

Keywords 

social capital; conceptual history; pragmatism; Dewey; Hanifan  

 

Type of work (literature review, empirical, theoretical research) 

Critical Lit review  

 

Objectives/Hypotheses 

To discuss about the first use of the `social capital concept` 

To present new textual findings in the form of a conceptual history of social capital  and  

To extracts some themes that emerge from this conceptual history as potential insights for 

enriching or advancing current debates. 

 

Reviewed theoretical perspectives 

"Social capital" was once a category of political economy in a period of its transformation (Marx, 

Smith 

Ricardo), now one of economized politics, expressing the general dominance of economic modes 

of analysis in society and social science (Putnam, Coleman, Bourdieu, Hanifan‘s , Dewey) 

 

Definitions and operationalizations of the key concepts (with a focus on social trust) 

Social capital - The network of associations, activities, or relations that bind people together as a 

community via certain norms and psychological capacities, notably trust, which are essential for 

civil society and productive of future collective action or goods, in the manner of other forms of 

capital. 

  

Methodology and data. Data origin (ex. country/ies, panel or not, individual or multilevel, etc.); 

type of statistical models (if any). 

conceptual history 

 

Main findings 

The earlier uses of `social capital` concept is in Dewey works.  

The meaning for the concept is dynamic, with changes according to the period of time in which is 

used. 

 

Most relevant quoted works 

James S. Coleman, "Social Capital in the Creation of Human Capital," American Journal of 

Sociology 94 (1988): 95-120; Pierre  

Bourdieu, An Invitation to Reflexive Sociology (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 

1992). 

Robert D. Putnam, "Bowling Alone: America's Declining Social Capital," Journal of 

Democracy 6 (1995): 65-78 
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Observations/comments (ex. about limits, dialog with other perspectives) 

A good history of the meaning of social capital meaning and the relation between the period in 

which is used and it sense  

 

Relevance to the topic of the project (please grade it from 1 to 5)  

2 

 

Relevance of the article (no. of citations or whether you consider the article important please 

grade its relevance from 1-5) 

2 

 

 

 

Bibliographical reference of the article 

James Farr. Social Capital. A Conceptual History. Political Theory, 2004. Vol. 32, No.1, February, 

pp. 6-33 

 

Keywords 

social capital, conceptual history, pragmatism, Dewey, Hanifan 

 

Type of work (literature review, empirical, theoretical research) 

Literature Review  

 

Objectives/Hypotheses 

The article examines the early uses of the concept ―social capital‖ (SC) and thus enrich the current 

debates on the topic. The concept ‗social capital‘ is loaded with many and at times not fully 

compatible meanings. The concept became known in the 80s and 90s to a great extent due to the 

wide circulation of Putnam‘s ideas and research; however there are different traditions of 

theorization and the use of the concept is far more older than it is conventionally acknowledged. 

One can identify sociological, as well as philosophical and economic underpinnings in the writings 

on social capital, along with its importation in political science.  

 

Reviewed theoretical perspectives 

 Robert Putnam – the centrality of networks, norms and trust in the conceptualization of SC. 

Related concepts in this perspective are: community, collective good, collective action, civil 

society  

 James S. Coleman – social capital is a feature not of individuals, but of communities [social 

structures] 

 Pierre Bourdieu – focal point on belonging to certain classes and drawing advantages on the 

basis of resources, not on trust 

 Hanifan – allegedly the first who used the concept, as early as in 1916. The author develops 

extensively on his ideas. In Hanifan‘s account, SC stands for ―…that in life, which tends to 

make these tangible substances count for most in the daily lives of people: goodwill, 

fellowship, mutual sympathy and social intercourse among a group of individuals and families 

who make up a social unit, the rural community, whose logical center is the school.‖ (p. 11). 

Hanifan‘s understanding of social capital was connected to the idea of civic education and 

public work. 
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 John Dewey – representative for the movement of civic education. Focus on collective action, 

associative practices, membership in the community. Concerned with the various types of 

communities one can find in a democracy, all of which, in one way or another, bind people 

together (schools, neighborhoods, workplaces, clubs). Dewey called his philosophy 

―pragmatism.‖ Pragmatism was about work and solutions to problems. It emphasized 

constructive criticism and the importance of sympathy.  

 Edward Bellamy – ―socialized economy‖; links with the idea of social capital developed along 

the principles of equality, solidarity, sharing. Bellamy was ideologically close to socialist ideas, 

hence his insistence on economic issues and questions of public property; the social fund 

concept of social capital. Social capital in the understanding of political economy.  

 Political economists: Marx, Smith, Ricardo – various accounts on the role of associations and 

their relation to social capital. The co-operative movements as illustration of associations that 

political economists were interested in [volunteerism, solidarity, cooperation] 

 

Definitions and operationalizations of the key concepts (with a focus on social trust) 

See section 5 for author-specific understandings of social capital outlined in the article. 

 

Methodology and data. Data origin (ex. country/ies, panel or not, individual or multilevel, etc.); 

type of statistical models (if any). 

 

Main findings 

There are valuable contributions to the development of the conceptualization of social capital that 

do not currently benefit from sufficient recognition. Such contributions, from the focus on the 

centrality of schools in the life of communities to the theoretical enrichments brought by the 

political economists, are useful for the better understanding of the accumulation of meanings that 

characterizes the concept of SC nowadays.  

 

Although  the connections between the early and the current usages of SC are not always explicit, 

their consideration as part of the same conceptual history may raise questions about what is in fact 

central to social capital. One such question is whether it is trust that matters the most and should 

be granted a central place in the conceptualization of SC or other elements such as 

sympathy/concern for the others. Lastly, the review account underlines the link between the 

social capital and its promotion via programs of civic education, as one of the earliest ways of 

thinking about social capital.  

 

Most relevant quoted works 

Lyda J . Hanifan,The Community Center( Boston: Silver, Burdett& Company, 1920) 

John Dewey, The School and Society, rev. ed. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1915) 

Karl Marx, Das Kapital: Kritik der politischen Okonomie, in Marx-Engels Werke (Berlin: 

Dietz Verlag, 1972 [1867]) 

Robert D. Putnam, "Bowling Alone: America's Declining Social Capital," Journal of 

Democracy 6 (1995): 65-78 

 

Observations/comments (ex. about limits, dialog with other perspectives) 

 

The article is particularly relevant for those interested in the contributions on the theorization of 

Social Capital coming from political economy. It is interesting in that it discusses the significance 
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of the 2 components: ―social‖ {related to community, solidarity, mutual sustainability} and 

―capital‖ {a resource to further build on} as understood by various authors. 

It also emphasizes the importance of schools and education in fostering community level problem 

solving. 

 

Relevance to the topic of the project (please grade it from 1 to 5)  

 2.5 

                         

Relevance of the article (no. of citations or whether you consider the article important please 

grade its relevance from 1-5) 

3 

 

 

Bibliographical reference of the article 

Forrest V. Morgeson and Claudia Petrescu. Do they all perform alike? An examination of 

perceived performance, citizen satisfaction and trust with US federal agencies. International 

Review of Administrative Sciences 2011 77: 451 

 

Keywords 

American Customer Satisfaction Index (ACSI), citizen satisfaction, performance benchmarking, 

performance measurement, trust 

 

Type of work (literature review, empirical, theoretical research) 

Empirical research 

 

Objectives/Hypotheses 

What determines citizens` confidence and trust in Government agencies / government?  

To test the performance – satisfaction – trust model. 

 

Reviewed theoretical perspectives 

The starting point of article is the article is the ideea that satisfaction measurement also provides a 

feedback loop between government agencies and citizens similar to that of the free market, a 

communication network that is otherwise lacking for most government agencies (Fornell et al., 

2005; Wholey and Hatry, 1992) 

Then, it is important that distinct government agencies and programs serve very different 

segments of the public, perform very different missions, and administer very different programs so 

it`s normal to have different scales ant types of performance assesemnt.  

Authors think that variables related to performance of agencies can influence the satisfaction of 

gencies and finally to increase trust in both agencies and government 

They expect to have differences between agencies 

 

Definitions and operationalizations of the key concepts (with a focus on social trust) 

Relatively little is known about the determinants of citizen satisfaction and trust across various 

types of US federal agencies. The ‗performance-satisfaction-trust‘ model: identifying citizen 

perceptions of government performance as the primary determinants of citizen satisfaction, and in 

turn positioning satisfaction as the main predictor of outcomes such as citizen trust 
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Citizen trust is viewed as the most crucial outcome of citizen satisfaction, this is why trust is the 

essential value thought to be produced or influenced by increased citizen satisfaction (Van Ryzin, 

2007). 

 

Methodology and data. Data origin (ex. country/ies, panel or not, individual or multilevel, etc.); 

type of statistical models (if any). 

Multi-year, cross-agency sample of respondents from American Customer Satisfaction Index 

(ACSI), answer for 6 agencies 

Structural equation modeling of the  aggregate  dataset,  as  well  as  sub-group  modeling  of  each  

of  the  agencies  

 

Main findings 

Education is found to be a significant predictor of satisfaction from 4 demographic factors, but the 

impact is small. Citizens with higher expectations tend to experience higher satisfaction, e-

government has a significant but negative effect on satisfaction. 

Citizen satisfaction  is  in  fact  a  significant  predictor  of  both  confidence  in  an  agency and  

trust  in  the  government  in  Washington  overall.  

 

Most relevant quoted works 

Bouckaert G, Van de Walle S and Kampen JK (2005) Potential for comparative public 

opinion  research  in  public  administration.  International  Review  of  AdministrativemSciences 

71(2): 229–240.Morgeson et al., 2011 

Morgeson FV III, VanAmburg D and Mithas S (2011) Misplaced trust? Exploring the 

structure  of  the  e-government–citizen  trust  relationship.  Journal  of  Public  Administration 

Research and Theory 21(2): 257–283. 

Morgeson FV III (2011) Comparing determinants of website satisfaction and loyalty across 

the  e-government  and  e-business  domains.  Electronic  Government:  An  International Journal 

8(2/3): 164–184. 

Van de Walle S, Van Roosbroek S and Bouckaert G (2008) Trust in the public sector: Is 

there  any  evidence  for  a  long-term  decline?  International  Review  of  Administrative 

Sciences 74(1): 47–64. 

Van Ryzin GG (2007) Pieces of a puzzle: Linking government performance, citizen 

satisfaction and trust. Public Performance & Management Review 30(4): 521–535. 

Van Ryzin GG, Muzzio D, Immerwahr S, Gulick L and Martinez E (2004) Drivers and 

consequences of citizen satisfaction: An application of the American Customer Satisfaction Index 

Model to New York City. Public Administration Review 64(3): 331–341. 

 

Observations/comments (ex. about limits, dialog with other perspectives) 

Good perspective on performance of public institutions and the effect on trust.  

 

Relevance to the topic of the project (please grade it from 1 to 5)  

2 

 

Relevance of the article (no. of citations or whether you consider the article important please 

grade its relevance from 1-5) 

3 
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Bibliographical reference of the article 

Goddard, Roger D., Berebitsky, Dan (2009)  „Trust as a Mediator of the Relationships Between 

Poverty, Racial Composition, and Academic Achievement‖, Educational AdministrationQuarterly, 

Volume 45, Number 2, 292-311 

http://eaq.sagepub.com/content/45/2/292 

 

Keywords 

Trust, student achievement, poverty, racial minority, elementary schools 

 
Type of work (literature review, empirical, theoretical research) 

Empirical research 

 

Objectives/Hypotheses 

The relationship between trust and academic achievement  is tested, assessing if the links between 

socioeconomic status (SES), racial composition and academic achievement are mediated by the 

levels of trust teachers report in students and parents. 

 

Hypothesis: 

1.  trust in students and parents would be significantly and positively related to school 

achievement (after accounting for characteristics of school context); 

2. the school SES, racial composition, and size would be statistically significant negative predictors 

of teachers‘ trust in students and their parents.  

 

Reviewed theoretical perspectives 

- Hoy and Tschannen-Moran (1999): trust is a multifaceted construct, consistent with 

benevolence, honesty, opennes, reliability. Trust is an important predictor of several outcomes for 

schools, including student‘s achievement. It was shown that in schools with high levels of trust, 

teachers tend to feel greater responsibility and are more likely to invest themselves in the 

operations of the 

school.  

- Bryk and Schneider (2002): teachers‘ trust in parents and students can support academic 

achievement. They have evaluated the importance of trust for the succes of school reform efforts 

and student achievement in Chicago Public Schools in the 1990s. 

- Goddard et al. (2001): teachers‘ trust in students and parents was positively related to differences 

among schools in student achievement, even after controlling for students‘ prior academic 

achievement and student and school SES. 

 

Definitions and operationalizations of the key concepts (with a focus on social trust) 

Trust is used as a feature of an informal social structure which serves to  

mitigate risk, enhance efficiency, and thereby support learning in schools.  

 

Searching for a definition of trust, Hoy and Tschannen-Moran (1999) find in literature a 

considerable overlap across 16 different conceptualizations. They define trust as a construct 

presenting  many facetes and involving a willingness to accept risk on the basis of judgments that a 

trusted party is benevolent, honest, open, reliable, and competent.  

 

Methodology and data. Data origin (ex. country/ies, panel or not, individual or multilevel, etc.); 

type of statistical models (if any). 

http://eaq.sagepub.com/content/45/2/292
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Sampling: fourth and fifth grade classrooms from 78 schools from Michigan were randomly 

selected and stratified by location, prior achievement, social-economic status, and size.  

Measures: the 14-item scale used to measure trust of teachers in schools; each item on a 5-point, 

Likert-type scale (1 = strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree). School-level achievement was 

measured as the proportion of students who passed the state-mandated fourth grade mathematics 

and reading assessments. 

Method: path analysis. 

 

Main findings 

- there is a positive relationship between trust and academic achievement in elementary schools; 

- trust is strongly and negatively associated with racial composition, socioeconomic disadvantage, 

and school size, suggesting that racial composition and poverty cannot be taken separately as 

predictor for low levels of achievement. Rather, in schools characterized by high levels of 

disadvantage, achievement may be lower, on the basis of trust relations, which tend to be strained.  

 

Most relevant quoted works 

Bryk, A. S., & Schneider, B. (2003), „Trust in schools: A core resource for reform‖ Educational 
Leadership, 60(6), 40-44 
Hoy, W. K., & Tschannen-Moran, M. (1999). „Five facets of trust: An empirical confirmation in 

urban elementary schools‖, Journal of School Leadership, 9, 184-208. 

 

Observations/comments (ex. about limits, dialog with other perspectives) 

 

Relevance to the topic of the project (please grade it from 1 to 5)  

3,5 

 

Relevance of the article (no. of citations or whether you consider the article important please 

grade its relevance from 1-5) 

4 

 

 

 

 

Bibliographical reference of the article 

Hetherington, Marc J. 1998. ―The Political Relevance of Political Trust‖. American 

Political Science Review 92(4): 791-808. 
 

Keywords 

Political trust, American political system, government satisfaction 

 

Type of work (literature review, empirical, theoretical research) 

Empirical research 

 

Objective/s/Hypothesis 

Political trust is measured through diffuse and specific support and that low trust is associated 

with less performance of political leaders. 

Decreasing trust is associated with less approval of political leaders. Less approval of political 

leaders is associated with decreasing trust. 
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Definitions and operationalization of the key concepts (with a focus on social trust) 

Looking at the most negative responses on institutional trust and how this varies over time. 

Proposes the concept of political trust which is measured by an index of: trust in government and 

perceptions about its performance.(four indicators). Independent variables are: feeling 

thermometer for president, approval of Congress, congruence of issues that are domestic and 

external, partisanship, socio demographic variables, the economy, TV news and newspaper  

consumption 

 

Methodology and data. Data origin (ex. country/ies, panel or not, individual or multilevel,  

- Longitudinal data on diffuse trust and trust in leaders in USA.  

- Structural equation modeling 

- Looks at the bi-directionality of the relationship between political trust and endogenous 

variables which are congress and presidential approval. 

 

Main findings 

Endogenous variables affect each other. However political trust has a strong effect especially on 

Congressional approval. Low trust is associated with distrust in the Congress. 

Decreases in the perceived distance between voters and politicians on domestic issues have a 

positive effect on political trust. In America focusing on domestic issues increases trust. Watching 

TV and news decreases the levels of political trust. Positive economic evaluations and high 

government satisfaction lead to an increase in political trust. Political trust can be increased if the 

Congress approval increases and politicians focus on domestic issues and get closer to what 

citizens. 

 

Most relevant quoted works 

Hibbing, John R., and Samuel C. Patterson. 1994. "Public Trust in the New Parliaments of 

Central and Eastern Europe." PoliticalStudies 42(December):570-92. 

Abramson, Paul R., and Ada W. Finifter. 1981. "On the Meaning of 

Political Trust: New Evidence from Items Introduced in 1978."American Journal of1Political 

Science 25(May):297-307.  

Citrin, Jack. 1974. "Comment: The Political Relevance of Trust in Government." American 

Political Science Review 68(September): 973-88; 

Citrin, Jack. 1996. "Who's the Boss? Direct Democracy and Popular Control of 

Government." In Broken Contract: Changing Relationships Between Americans and Their 

Government, ed. Stephen C. Craig. Boulder, CO: Westview, Pp. 268-93. 

Citrin, Jack, and Donald Philip Green. 1986. "Presidential Leadership and the Resurgence 

of Trust in Government." British Journal of Political Science 16(October):431-53.  

Easton, David. 1975. "A Re-Assessment of the Concept of Political Support." British 

Journal of Political Science 5(October):435-57. Feldman, Stanley. 1983. "The Measurement and 

Meaning of Political Trust." Political Methodology 9(3):341-54. 

Erber, Ralph, and Richard R. Lau. 1990. "Political Cynicism Revisited: An Information-

Processing Reconciliation of Policy-Based and Incumbency-Based Interpretations of Changes in 

Trust in Government." American Journal of Political Science 34(January):236-53.  

Jennings, M. Kent, and Richard G. Niemi. 1968. "The Transmission of Political Values 

from Parent to Child." American Political Science Review 62(March):169-84.  

Miller, Arthur H. 1974a. "Political Issues and Trust in Government, 1964-70." American 

Political Science Review 68(September):951- 72.  
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Williams, John T. 1985. "Systemic Influences on Political Trust: The 

Importance of Perceived Institutional Performance." Political Methodology 11(1-2):125-42.  

Stokes, Donald E. 1962. "Popular Evaluations of Government: An Empirical Assessment." 

In Ethics and Bigness: Scientific, Academic, Religious, Political, and Military, ed. Harlan 

Cleveland and Harold 

D. Lasswell. New York: Harper and Brothers. Pp. 61-72. 

 

Observations/comments (ex. about limits, dialogue with other perspectives) 

 no comments 

 

Relevance to the topic of the project (please grade it from 1 to 5)  

3 

 

Relevance of the article (no. of citations or whether you consider the article important please 

grade its relevance from 1-5)   

3 

 

 

Bibliographical reference of the article 

Kaariainen, Juha, and Reino Siren. 2011. ―Trust in the police, generalized trust and reporting 

crime.‖ European Journal of Criminology 8(1): 65-81. http://euc.sagepub.com/content/8/1/65 

(Accessed November 5, 2011). 

Keywords 

crime reporting, generalized trust, property crimes, trust in the police, violence 

 

Type of work (literature review, empirical, theoretical research) 

Empirical research  

 

Objective/s/Hypothesis/es 

Increased levels of generalized trust lead to decreased levels of trust in police.  

If there is more reciprocal trust among citizens there is less need to rely on the police force. 

 

Reviewed theoretical perspectives 

Three approaches of trust and police reporting of crimes are mentioned. These are the rational 

choice approach where victims evaluate the costs and benefits of reporting a crime and they report 

it if the benefits outweigh the cost. The second views the that if people trust the legal system and 

the police they would report crimes and third that the level of social capital leads to decrease in 

crimes. 

 

Definitions and operationalizations of the key concepts (with a focus on social trust) 

Social capital is made up by three components ―(1) social networks, (2) shared norms and values, 

and (3) trust.‖ It is also about reciprocity. 

Generalized trust is refers to trust people in general and if a community trusts strangers then the 

level of social capital is high. The origin of trust is social interaction.  

 

Methodology and data. Data origin (ex. country/ies, panel or not, individual or multilevel, etc.); 

type of statistical models (if any).Finnish national crime victim survey in 2006. 
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Logistic regression and analysis at aggregate level combined with analysis at mezzo level and at 

individual level. 

 

Main findings 

Their main finding that the relationship between trust in police and crime reporting is mediated 

by generalized trust.  

The category of citizens with high generalized trust shows an effect of trust in police on crime 

reporting in the direction postulated by previous research i.e. a decrease in trusting police leads to 

less crime reporting. 

However within the category of citizens with low generalized trust a decrease in trusting police 

leads to an increase in crime reporting. The reason is that people with low generalized trust and 

low trust in police would rely only on authorities to perform their duties. They are also the most 

punitive towards the performance of authorities.  

 

Most relevant quoted works 

Goudriaan H, Wittebrood K and Nieuwbeerta P (2005) Neighborhood characteristics and 

reporting crime. British Journal of Criminology 46: 719–42. 

Hawdon J and Ryan J (2009) Social capital, social control, and changes in victimization 

rates. Crime and Delinquency 55(4): 526–49. 

Hooghe M and Stolle D (eds) Generating Social Capital. Civil Society and Institutions in 
Comparative Perspective. New York: Palgrave Macmillan. 

Warner B (2007) Directly intervene or call the authorities? A study of forms of 

neighborhood social control within a social disorganisation framework. Criminology 45(1): 99–129 

 

Observations/comments (ex. about limits, dialogue with other perspectives) no comments 

 

Relevance to the topic of the project (please grade it from 1 to 5) 2 

 

Relevance of the article (no. of citations or whether you consider the article important please 

grade its relevance from 1-5)  2 

 

 

 

Bibliographical reference of the article 

Kelly, Diann Cameron. 2008. ―In Preparation for Adulthood. Exploring Civic Participation and 

Social Trust among Young Minorities.‖ Youth and Society 40(4): 526-540. 

http://yas.sagepub.com/content/40/4/526 (Accessed November 5, 2011). 

 

Keywords 

volunteerism; social trust; voting; community attachment; community practice 

 

Type of work (literature review, empirical, theoretical research) 

Empirical research 

 

Objective/s/Hypothesis/es 

Exploratory research on the relationship between social trust and civic participation in minority 

groups 
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Frequency of involvement in civic participation of young minorities in terms of volunteering, 

community service and voting is associated with increased levels of social trust and trust in 

government compared to the majority population.  

 

Reviewed theoretical perspectives 

Social trust and diversity, social trust and community involvement 

 

Definitions and operationalizations of the key concepts (with a focus on social trust) 

 

―Volunteer service performed refers to youths‘ history with volunteerism in the year 

preceding the study and is measured by yes, in last 12 months, yes, but not in 

last 12 months, no, and uncertain. 

 

Value the practice of voting refers to the value the youth placed on the practice of 

voting and is measured by extremely important, very important, somewhat important, a little 

important, and not important at all. 

 

Likelihood for future political volunteerism refers to the likelihood youths would volunteer with 

the political party of their choice and is measured by very likely, somewhat likely, not very likely, 

not likely at all, and uncertain. 

 

Trust in government refers to youths‘ level of trust in government and its governing 

institutions and is measured by trust government a lot, trust government sometimes, 

trust government a little, do not trust government at all, and uncertain or don‘t know. 

 

General social trust refers to youths‘ belief that most people can be trusted and is 

measured by most people can be trusted, you can‘t be too careful, neither, and uncertain.‖ (Kelly, 

2008: 531) 

 

Methodology and data. Data origin (ex. country/ies, panel or not, individual or multilevel, etc.); 

type of statistical models (if any). 

CIRCLE national youth survey 1000 cases telephone interview it is not nationally representative 

in USA. (70% white, 20% minorities)  interviewed youth are between ages 15-25. 

Frequencies and non-parametric correlation Spearman‘s rho 

 

Main findings 

White youth that performed community service were 2,5 more likely to have general social trust 

than those who did not.  

The same result was found to work for minorities.  

The same result was found for the likelihood of engaging in voting. 

Minority youth that performed volunteering were more likely to display general trust. The 

relationship is insignificant at white youth. 

White youth that trusted government were more likely to display general trust. For minority 

group there is not significant effect. 

Minority youth that expressed likelihood for future volunteering were 5 times more likely to have 

trust in government than those who did not.  

White youth that expressed likelihood for future volunteering and likelihood to engage in voting 

were more likely to display trust in government. 
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The conclusion of the study is that when minority youth is engaged into volunteering, activating 

their communities through service learning they display higher levels of social trust and trust in 

government. 

 

Most relevant quoted works 

Delhey, J., & Newton, K. (2002). Who trusts? The origins of social trust in seven nations. 
Berlin, Germany: Social Structure and Social Reporting, Social Science Research Center. 

Kwak, N.,Shah, D. V., & Holbert, R. L. (2004). Connecting, trusting and participating: The direct 

and interactive effects of social associations. Political Research Quarterly, 57(4),643-652. 

Torney-Purta, J., Richardson, W. K., & Barber, C. H. (2004). Trust in government-related 
institutionsand civic engagement among adolescents: Analysis of five countries from the IEA Civic 
Education Study. College Park, MD: Center for Information & Research on Civic Learning and 

Engagement. 
Fogel, S. J. (2004). Risks and opportunities for success: Perceptions of urban youths in a 

distressed community and lessons for adults. Families in Society, 85(3), 335-344. 

Glaeser, E. L., Laibson, D., Scheinkman, J. A., & Soutter, C. L. (2000). Measuring trust. 

Quarterly Journal of Economics, 115(3), 811-846. 

Browning, C. R., Feinberg, S. L., & Dietz, R. D. (2004). The paradox of social organization: 

Networks, collective efficacy and violent crime in urban neighborhoods. Social Forces, 83(2), 503-

534. 

Delhey, J., & Newton, K. (2002). Who trusts? The origins of social trust in seven nations. 
Berlin, Germany: Social Structure and Social Reporting, Social Science Research Center. 

Finn, J. L., & Checkoway, B. (1998). Young people as competent community builders: A 

challenge 

to social work. Social Work, 43(4), 335-345. 

Flanagan, C. A., Bowes, J. M., Jonsson, B., Csapo, B., & Sheblanova, E. (1998). Ties that 

bind: Correlates of adolescents‘ civic commitments in seven countries. Journal of Social Issues, 
54(3), 457-475. 

Flanagan, C. A., & Tucker, C. J. (1999). Adolescents‘ explanations for political issues: 

Concordance with their views of self and society. Developmental Psychology, 35(5), 1198-1209. 

 

Observations/comments (ex. about limits, dialog with other perspectives) 

Problem: It is not clear what it means trust in others when we ask minorities. Test in the model 

for trust in other categories of citizens than their own nationality. 

The theoretical model explains that the causal arrow between civic participation and social trust 

and trust in government goes both ways and it is tested only in one direction from civic 

participation to social trust. 

The references are great for our project. 

 

Relevance to the topic of the project (please grade it from 1 to 5)  

5 

Relevance of the article (no. of citations or whether you consider the article important please 

grade its relevance from 1-5)  

4 
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Bibliographical reference of the article 

Natalia Letki. Investigating the Roots of Civic Morality: Trust, Social Capital and Institutional 

Performance, Political Behavior, Vol. 28, No.4, 2006, pp. 305-325 

 

Keywords 

Social capital, social trust, civicness, civic morality, democracy, institutional performance, 

corruption, political trust, confidence in institutions, membership, legitimacy. 

 

Type of work (literature review, empirical, theoretical research) 

Empirical research  

 

Objectives/Hypotheses 

Departing from the idea that the positive consequences of interpersonal trust are in fact to be 

looked for in the closely related process of ‗civic morality‘, the paper investigates the roots of civic 

morality, testing individual, community and structural explanatory factors.  

Hypotheses tested: 

1. Civic morality is positively related to the perceptions of others‘ trustworthiness and to 

community participation 

2. Civic communities (those communities rich in social capital ) produce high levels of civic 

morality among citizens  

3. Individual‘s level of confidence in political institutions positively influences their civic morality 

4. Institutional configuration matters: quality of government, level of democracy, and economic 

performance enhance positive attitudes to compliance  

 

Reviewed theoretical perspectives 

 

Two approaches related to political science revolve around the origins of civic morality: 

1. The cultural approach: central focus on trust, interaction and civicness.  

This direction emphasizes the idea of social trust and the effects of social interaction on people‘s 

attitudes and behavior. It makes the direct link with the idea of social capital, as it underlines the 

norms learnt through participation in collective action and the importance of activism in fostering 

respect for the community and the public good. A related notion is that of trustworthiness, which 

is believed to be higher in those communities that score higher on activism and a vivid civic life. 

2. The institutional approach: emphasis placed on confidence in institutions and the 

quality of government  

When people perceive the institutions as properly functioning, as accountable and impartial, they 

are more likely to obey the rules and, in the long run, to enforce the legitimacy of the existing 

institutional arrangements. People‘s trust in institutions becomes instrumental for the compliance 

with rules. People have evaluative abilities and can assess the quality of institutional performance. 

Impartiality and economic performance are key dimensions that citizens may look at when 

weighting the quality of government.  

 

Definitions and operationalizations of the key concepts (with a focus on social trust) 

 
Civic morality = ―honesty in the context of the public good. It is an ethical habit forming the basis 

of most theories of civic virtue and it is often linked with trust and reciprocity. It refers to the 

sense of civic responsibility for the public good, and thus entails obedience to the rules, and honest 
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and responsible behavior. It leads citizens to maximize public rather than private gains, therefore 

deterring them from engaging in corruption and free-riding.‖ [p. 306] 

 

Social trust = ―trust that others will not free-ride, i.e. belief in their honesty in relation to the state 

or other institutions‖ [p. 307, and drawing on Scholz, 1998; Scholz and Lubell, 1998];  

                   =  ―a belief that others are trustworthy in day to day interpersonal relations‖ [p. 304, 

drawing on Putnam 1993 and Uslaner, 1999.] 

 

Methodology and data. Data origin (ex. country/ies, panel or not, individual or multilevel, etc.); 

type of statistical models (if any). 

 

Data sources: World Values Survey 1999-2002; data from 38 countries. Sample consisting of 47201 

respondents. Variables at individual and regional level generated from the WVS. Country-level 

variables from several sources. 

 

Multi-level model analysis to assess the impact of individual, region and country level 

characteristics on civic morality. 

 

                              Variables:                                 Dependent variable: civic morality  - > civic 

morality index  

 

 

       Independent variables 

 

Individual 

level 

Social trust [Generally speaking…..{most people can be trusted / can‘t be too careful}] 
Membership in voluntary associations [whether respondents are members of an organization] 

Confidence in political institutions [parliament, civil service, army, police] 

Control variables [socio-economic characteristics & religiosity] 

Regional 

level 

Level of interpersonal trust [% of people declaring that most people can be trusted] 

Membership in voluntary associations [% of respondents belonging to at least 1 organization  = 
regional level indicator of civic participation] 

 

Country 

level  

Level of democracy (means of Polity scores) 

Quality of government (World Bank indicators) 
Macroeconomic performance (GDP growth / year) 

General level of unemployment (%) 

 

Main findings 

 

In terms of effect of socio-economic characteristics [individual level], the analysis revealed a 

strong effect of age on civic morality [older people have higher levels of civic morality]. Other 

associations: women score higher, education and income are positively correlated with civic 

morality, religiosity as well. Generalized trust proved not to be a predictor for civic morality [i.e. 

‗people who believe others are trustworthy are not themselves more honest‘] Individual 

confidence in the most important political actors matters for their civic morality. 

The analysis reveals the absence of a connection between how civic a given region is and 

the civic morality of people who inhabit it. In other words, the origins of civic morality do not 

appear to be explained in relation to social capital, but rather in relation to people‘s confidence in 
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political institutions and the type of economic and political context in which they live. The 

explanation of the seeming contradiction between these results and previous regional-level  

research on social capital is that ‗regional-level analysis focus on aggregate relationships‘, whereas 

the focus of this research was placed on ‗the effect of regional context on individual-level 

attitudes.‘ [p. 320] 

An important finding is that the actual [real] context matters for how people score on civic 

morality.  The valuable contribution is that the analysis reveals the importance of the objective 

performance of institutions and of economies [not merely people‘s subjective assessments of such 

performance] for the levels of citizens‘ civic morality.  

The general conclusion , which can be presented also as a policy recommendation is that 

‗the creation of stable, transparent and efficient institutions is necessary for the emergence of a 

culture of honesty and civic morality.‘ (321) 

 

Most relevant quoted works 

 

Hardin, R. (1993). The street-level epistemology of trust. Politics & Society, 21, 505-529 

Inglehart, R. (1999).T rust,w ell-beinga nd democracy. In: M . E. Warren( Ed.), Democracy 

and trust. Cambridge: Cambridge UniversityP ress. 

Putnam, R. D. (1993). Making democracy work: Civic traditions in modern Italy. 

Princeton: Princeton University Press.  

Putnam, R. D. (1995a). Bowling alone: America's declining social capital. Journal of 

Democracy, 6, 65-78. 

Scholz,J . T., & Lubell,M . (1998).Trust and taxpaying: Testing the heuristic approach to 

collective action. American Journal of Political Science, 42, 398-417 

Stolle, D. (1998). Bowling together, bowling alone: The development of generalised trust 

in voluntary associations. Political Psychology, 19, 1467-1488 

Uslaner,E . M. (1999a). The moral foundations of trust. New York: Cambridge University 

Press 

 

Observations/comments (ex. about limits, dialog with other perspectives) 

Useful for those interested in approaching various levels on analysis through the focus on the 

importance of context.  

 

Relevance to the topic of the project (please grade it from 1 to 5)  

5                         

 

Relevance of the article (no. of citations or whether you consider the article important please 

grade its relevance from 1-5) 

 

5 

 

 

 

Bibliographical reference of the article 

Rothstein, Bo and Dietlind Stolle 2008.‖ The State of Social Capital: An Institutional Theory of 

Generalized Trust‖ 

 

Keywords: social capital, generalized trust, types of institutions 
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Type of work: empirical 

 

Objectives/ hypotheses 

4 parts of the causal mechanism between institutional characteristics and generalized trust: 

- The absence or presence of fear of others will influence the belief that most people 

ought/or ought not to be trusted.  

- If those in positions of responsibility cannot be trusted than most other people can surely 

not be trusted.  

- The individual agent will witness the use of corruption amongst fellow citizens and will 

feel obliged to engage in corrupt practices  

- Corrupt and unfair institutions might lead to experiences that can influence the 

generalized trust.  

-  

Reviewed theoretical perspectives: 

The authors briefly present the society-centered approaches (Tocquevillian tradition). This 

approach views social interactions (preferably through membership in voluntary associations) as 

the most important mechanisms for the generation of social capital. Basically, the formal and 

informal associations and networks are seen as the creators of social capital. 

As a response to the society-centered approach, the authors embrace an institution-centered 

approach. They distinguish between two types of institution-centered arguments: the attitudinal 
and institutional-structural approaches. In both approaches there are some problems to be 

addressed. One common problem is that the current literature didn‘t make any distinctions 

between institutions on the representational side and the ones on the implementation side. The 

institutions on the representational side are partisan and may easily disturb the results => the focus 

should be on institutions on the implementation side. The authors also introduce the concept of 

corruption in constructing their theoretical model: a combination of efficiency and fairness of 

order institutions will lead to a higher level of social capital/generalized trust. 

 

Definitions and key concepts:  

Social capital = generalized trust, access to and membership in different networks, and norms of 

reciprocity – but the authors consider the generalized interpersonal trust the most important part 

of social capital. 

 

Methodology 

4 stages: 

- Factor analysis to determine the varieties of institutional trust – and explore which type of 

institutions play a more important role in measuring generalized trust. 

- Longitudinal analysis of WVS – to determine how the changes in attitudes about 

institutions relate to the changes in generalized trust 

- Statistical analysis on the causal relationship between institutional characteristics and 

generalized trust – at macro level  

- Statistical analysis on the causal relationship between institutional characteristics and 

generalized trust – at micro level 

 

Data origin: 

Data: WVS (1980/1990/1995-97), International Country Risk Guide – indicators of the quality of 

governance, Governance indicators from the WB, the pooled data from the Swedish survey, The 

national sample of the Equality, Security and Community survey in Canada. 
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Findings 

- Citizens make distinctions between political institutions and those that help preserve law 

and order. 

- Trust in solely political institutions is determined by party preference and political 

ideology => there is rather a strong relationship between aggregate levels of confidence in 

order institutions and generalized trust. 

- The results suggest that negative institutional trends relate to generalized trust – but is 

asymmetrical and it is not clear whether positive trends have an equally positive 

relationship. 

- The analysis at macro-level – countries that both efficient and impartial have significantly 

higher levels of trust than other countries. 

- The analysis at micro-level – trust in order institutions significantly relates to generalized 

trust. 

 

Most often quoted works: 

Putnam, Robert. 1993. Making democracy work: Civic Traditions in Modern Italy. Princeton: 

Princeton University Press. 

 

Observations/Comments  

- Interesting due to the different levels of analysis and the introduction of individual level 

analysis 

- Still, the authors recognized that the data didn‘t give enough information to determine the 

direction of causality 

 

Relevance to the topic of the project (1 to 5):   

4 

 

Relevance of the article :  

39 citations-4 

 

 

Bibliographical reference of the article 

Markus Freitag and Marc Buhlmann, 2009. ―Crafting Trust: The role of Political 

Institutions in a Comparative Perspective‖, in Comparative Political Studies, Vol. 42, 

Number 12, pp. 1537-1566  

 
Keywords 

Social capital, trust, institutions, comparative politics, multilevel analysis 

 

Type of work (literature review, empirical, theoretical research) 

Empirical 

 

Objectives/Hypotheses 

- In the article, the authors want to evaluate the origins of generalized trust with a 

focus on the political-institutional context. 
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- The authors analyze the effect of contextual factors on individual-level trust 

through  hierarchical models to simultaneously illuminate, individual, societal and 

political-institutions conditions for the creation of trust 

- They also introduce a new characteristic of political institutions – power-sharing. 
Hypotheses: 

H1. Institutions that are seen incorruptible, nonpartisan, just, and sanctioners of 

uncooperative behavior have a greater capacity to promote social trust. Increased individual trust 

in the judicial and law enforcement systems, a stronger rule of law, a more independent judiciary, 

and lower levels of corruption increase the likelihood that an individual will develop a high level 

of generalized trust. 

H2. More universally oriented systems are more likely to promote the development of 

generalized trust. Greater income equality and increased activity by the state in promoting equal 

opportunities promote the probability that individuals will develop generalized trust. 

 

H3. Institutions with a greater capacity for consensual and power-sharing are more likely 

to facilitate the development of social trust. The more transparent power-sharing structures are, 

the better the chances for minority participation through proportional representation, and the 

better political rights are protected, the more likely it is that individuals develop generalized trust. 

 

Reviewed theoretical perspectives 

The core theoretical assumption– institutional rules and conflict resolution mechanisms act as 

catalyst for generalized trust (levi, 1998; Nooteboom, 2007; Offe, 1999) 

New institutionalism in political science (Hall & Taylor, 1996) – takes into account also the 

effectiveness and regulative power of political institutions. In this sense, institutions can stimulate 

individual attitudes and trustworthy behavior through different incentives (Offe, 1999) 

 Institutions must treasure concepts like fairness, justice incorruptibility, 

nonpartisanship, trustfulness, or even transparency as the core norms 

(Delhey&Newton, 2005; Levi, 1998; Neller, 2008; Offe, 1999) 

 Institutions should be universally oriented and provide their citizens with equal 

opportunities to develop trust (Boix&Posner, 1998; Kumlin&Rithstein, 2005; 

Neller, 2008; Rothstein&Stolle, 2003, Rothstein&Uslaner, 2005) – example of 

welfare states 

 Institutions and their mechanisms of conflict resolution (that are consensual and 

provide protection to minorities are present – Levi, 1998) 
 

Definitions and operationalizations of the key concepts (with a focus on social trust) 

Generalized trust= it deals with unknown groups and/or strangers and does not appear in specific 

situations – it allows for actions to be motivated by altruism, concern for the common good, and 

the expectation that unilateral advances of trust will be reciprocated at an unspecified time from 

an unspecified person. 

 

Methodology and data. Data origin (ex. country/ies, panel or not, individual or multilevel, etc.); 

type of statistical models (if any). 

 

Data: World Value Surveys from 1995-1997 and 1999-2001, a total of 67 617 individuals in 58 

countries 

Multilevel analysis 
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Hierarchical modeling: 

Model 1 – an empty model, without independent variables – to establish the variance to be 

explained for the individual and societal levels 

Model 2 – the impact of individual-level characteristics  

Model 3 – the impact of individual-level trust in police on generalized trust 

Model 4 – inclusion of the political-institutional variables  

Model 5 – introduce the control of the control variables at the societal level 

Model 6 – estimates cross-level interaction effects and concentrate on the 3 institutional factors. 

 

Main findings 

 

Universalistic, power-sharing institutions provide an environment of credibility and allows for 

generalized trust to flourish 

The most important contextual factors: countries with incorruptible authorities; political interests 

that are proportionally represented  

- institutional factors condition the effects of individual-level variables: high income equality 

intensifies the satisfaction with ones‘ quality of life=> generalized trust; electoral systems that 

promote power-sharing have  a positive effect on membership => generalized trust 

=> fair, nonpartisan, incorruptible, universalistic, and power-sharing/consensual institutions 

should at the very least not stand in the way of the development of generalized trust 

 

Most relevant quoted works 

Delhey, J., & Newton, K. (2005). Predicting cross-national levels of social trust. Global 

pattern or Nordic exceptionalism. European Sociological Review, 21, 311-327. 

Freitag, M. (2006). Bowling the state back in. Political institutions and the creation of 

social capital. European Journal of Political Research, 45, 123-152. 

Kääriäinen, J., & Lehtonen, H. (2006). The variety of social capital in welfare state regimes. 

A comparative study of 21 countries. European Societies, 8, 27-57 

Kumlin, S., & Rothstein, B. (2005). Making and breaking social capital. The impact of 

welfare state institution. Comparative Political Studies, 38, 339-365. 

Neller, K. (2008). What makes people trust in their fellow citizens. In H. Meulemann 

(Ed.), Social capital in Europe: Similarity of countries and diversity of people. Multi-level analyses 

of the European Social Survey 2002 (pp. 103-133). Boston: Brill Academic Publishers. 

Offe, C. (1999). How can we trust our fellow citizens? In M. E. Warren (Ed.), Democracy 

and trust (pp. 42-87). Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press. 

Paxton, P. (2007). Association memberships and generalized trust: A multilevel model 

across 31 countries. Social Forces, 86, 47-76. 

 

Observations/comments (ex. about limits, dialog with other perspectives) 

- it is interesting and important to look at for the institutional approach to generalized trust 

- it doesn‘t look at which type of variables or levels of analysis have a greater impact on 

generalized trust 

 

11. Relevance to the topic of the project (please grade it from 1 to 5)  

4 

12. Relevance of the article (no. of citations or whether you consider the article important please 

grade its relevance from 1-5) 

18 citations/4 
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Bibliographical reference of the article 

Morris, D Stephen and Joseph L. Klesner, 2010. ―Corruption and Trust: Theoretical 

Considerations and Evidence from Mexico‖, Comparative Political Studies,  Vol. 43(10), 

pp. 1258-1285. 

 
Keywords 

Political corruption, interpersonal trust, political trust, legitimacy 

 

Type of work (literature review, empirical, theoretical research) 

Empirical 

 

Objectives/Hypotheses 

The article starts with a disaggregation of the main concepts and then explores the relationship 

between trust and corruption (in both ways and based on interpersonal trust and/or political trust, 

perceptions of corruption and/or actions of corruption. 

 

H1a: Personal experience with corruption will strongly determine levels of interpersonal trust. 

H1b: Personal experience with corruption will strongly determine levels of political trust. 

H2a: Levels of interpersonal trust will influence personal experience with corruption. 

H2b: Levels of political trust will influence personal experience with corruption. 

H3a: Perceived corruption will strongly determine levels of interpersonal trust. 

H3b: Perceived corruption will strongly determine levels of political trust. 

H4a: Levels of interpersonal trust will strongly determine perceived corruption. 

H4b: Levels of political trust will strongly determine perceived corruption. 

H5a: A strongly endogenous relationship links perceived corruption and political trust. 

H5b: A strongly endogenous relationship links political trust and experience with corruption. 

 

Reviewed theoretical perspectives 

The authors present 4 major categories of literature on the link between corruption and trust: 

- One category claim that low levels of trust leads to corruption – a lack of trust in 

others and /or in political institutions will lead to more individualistic and 

instrumental solutions to problems through corruption. (Rubio, 2007; 

Heidenheimer, 1996; Bardhan, 1997; Xin and Ruden, 2004; La Porta, Lopez de 

Silanes, Shleifer and Vishny, 1997; Moreno, 2002; Seligson, 1999 and Davis, Cam 

and Coleman, 2004) 

- Other scholars claim that political trust (as opposed to interpersonal trust) leads to 

corruption. (Hetherington, 1998; Della Porta, 2000; Cleary and Stokes, 2006 and 

Guerrero and del Castillo, 2003) 

- Other corruption-related research reversed the casual relationship – corruption 

erodes the level of trust. (Anderson and Tverdova, 2003; Chang and Chu, 2006; 

Della Porta, 2000; Doig and Theobald, 2000, Bowler and Karp, 2004 and Pharr, 

2000) 

- Another category of research looks at interpersonal trust and political trust in 

tandem, claiming that there is a mutual linkage between both. (Putnam, 1993; 
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Inglehart, 1990; Lane, 1959; Levi, 1996; Brehm and Rahn, 1997; Newton and 

Norris, 2000Kaase, 1999 and Rothstein and Stolle, 2002) 
 

Definitions and operationalizations of the key concepts (with a focus on social trust) 

- a clear distinction between interpersonal trust (trust in other members of society) and political 

trust (trust in government or particular aspects of the political system) 

- a clear distinction between perceived level of corruption and personal experience with 

corruption  

- a distinction between ―perceptions‖ of corruption and political trust in terms of the questions 

asked. 

 

 

Methodology and data. Data origin (ex. country/ies, panel or not, individual or multilevel, etc.); 

type of statistical models (if any). 

- a multivariate analysis with ordinary least squares (OLS) and simultaneous equations models 

(SEM) 

- the study focuses at individual level 

- LAPOP (Latin American Public Opinion Project) data – 1556 Mexicans older than 18 in their 

homes in March 2004. 

 

Measurements: 

Perception of corruption – index that sums the respondents‘ answers to questions related to how 

corrupt they perceive members of the congress, government ministers, city officials, the police, 

judges, military officers, leaders of political parties, leaders of NGOs, and the president to be.(from 

0 to 100) 

Participation in corruption – (1 to 100) – the sum of all responses whether a bribe had been paid, 

asked for or seen being paid to the police, judges, public employees, municipal authorities or in the 

workplace. 

Interpersonal trust – Seligson index (0 to 100) 

Institutional trust – Chang and Chu index (0 to 100) related to confidence in the public 

institutions. 

 

Main findings 

- Regression analysis shows that trust in political institutions influence the 

perceptions of corruption 

- Corruption does not necessarily have a strong impact on political trust even though 

political trust is a strong predictor of participation in corruption – this mutual 

relationship creates a vicious circle 

- Interpersonal plays little or no role related to corruption; participation in 

corruption is the only significant predictor of interpersonal trust but not the other 

way around. 

- Interpersonal trust is not strongly related to perceptions of corruption 

- The more trusting respondents (interpersonal and political) are less likely to 

experience corruption 

 
Most relevant quoted works 
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Boeckmann, R. J., & Tyler, T. R. (2002). Trust, respects and the psychology of political 

engagement. Journal of Applied Social Psychology, 32(10), 2067-2089. 

Brehm, J., & Rahn, W. (1997). Individual-level evidence for the causes and consequences 

of social capital. American Journal of Political Science, 41(3), 999-1023. 

Chang, E. C., & Chu, Y. (2006). Corruption and trust: Exceptionalism in Asian 

democracies? Journal of Politics, 68, 259-271. 

Della Porta, D. (2000). Social capital, beliefs in government and political corruption. In S. 

J. Pharr & R. D. Putnam (Eds.), Disaffected democracies: What‘s troubling the trilateral countries? 
(pp. 202-230). Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press. 

Heidenheimer, A. J. (1996). The topography of corruption: Explorations in a comparative 

perspective. International Social Science Journal, 158, 337-347. 

 

Observations/comments (ex. about limits, dialog with other perspectives) 

It is an interesting approach but does not take into account the effect of types of institutions, 

corruption and trust as Rothstein and Eek.  

 

Relevance to the topic of the project (please grade it from 1 to 5)  

3.5 

 

Relevance of the article (no. of citations or whether you consider the article important please 

grade its relevance from 1-5) 

9 citations/3.5 

 

 

Bibliographical reference of the article 

Werner Nienhueser and Heiko Hossfeld – „The Effects of Trust on Preference for 

Decentralized Bargaining: An Empirical Study of Managers and Works Councillors‖, Sage 

Publication, 2011 

 
Keywords 

Trust, power, decentralization of bargaining 

 

3. Type of work (literature review, empirical, theoretical research) 

Theoretical and empirical study 

 

Objectives/Hypotheses 

Does trust between works councilors and managers affect their preferences for plant-level 

negotiations compared with industry-wide or multiemployer bargaining? 

This article looks into the question of whether trust between works councilors and managers 

affects their preferences for plant-level negotiations compared with industry-wide or 

multiemployer bargaining. The main hypothesis is that when a high degree of mutual trust exists, 

both parties are more likely to show a preference toward the plant level. 

 

Reviewed theoretical perspectives 

The basic rationale for the hypothesis is the assumption that trust furthers interaction between the 

bargaining parties (Axelrod, 1984; Thompson, Wang, & Gunia, 2010) and reduces uncertainty. 
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This implies a higher preference for plant-level bargaining and a lower preference for supraplant-

level bargaining, that is, multiemployer bargaining. 

Currently, in Germany, quantitative working conditions are still primarily negotiated at 

the regional and industry levels, that is, between unions and employers associations. In 2010, 56% 

of employees in western and 37% in eastern Germany were covered by industry-wide agreements 

(63% and 47%, respectively, in 2000; Ellguth & Kohaut, 2011). Multiemployer bargaining is still 

significant, but developments since the 1990s indicate an erosion of the typical German system of 

collective bargaining. 

Critics of the German multiemployer bargaining system regard the industry-wide, 

supraplant-level bargaining of wages, working hours, and so on by unions and employers 

associations as inflexible. 

Preferences for or against different systems of bargaining are not least influenced by the 

social relationship between the bargaining parties, in particular the relationship of trust. One of 

the main theoretical assumptions here is that the preference for plant-level bargaining is 

influenced by the level of trust between the bargaining parties. A high level of (mutual) trust 

furthers a positive preference for bargaining between the parties in the relationship of trust; this 

implies a preference for plant-level bargaining. Low (mutual) trust, thus, has a positive effect on a 

preference for industry- or sector-level bargaining. 

 

Definitions and operationalization of the key concepts (with a focus on social trust) 

Mutual trust implies that the behavior of the other party is more predictable and that the 

perceived probability of integrative and less distributive bargaining is higher compared with a 

situation of low trust. Trust also furthers interaction between the parties, which reenforces trust. 

 

Methodology and data. Data origin (ex. country/ies, panel or not, individual or multilevel, etc.); 

type of statistical models (if any). 

This article uses data from a survey of 1,000 German companies of at least 100 employees, 

including 1,000 personnel managers and 1,000 works councilors, that is, those persons responsible 

for negotiating working conditions at the plant level. We also measure the mutual trust of these 

protagonists using a well-tested trust scale. A random sample was drawn from the Hoppenstedt 

database and divided into four size categories (100-199, 200-499, 500-999, and 1,000 or more 

employees. 

The study draws on country-specific data, but it also aims to answer a more general 

question by analyzing the relationship between trust relationships and bargaining processes at the 

plant level. Logistic regression analyses show that trust has no significant effect on the managers‘ 

preference for decentralized bargaining, whereas it can be found to affect the works councilors. 

 

Main findings 

The effects of trust on the preference for decentralized bargaining in relation to the level of 

regulation are not verifiable in terms of the management. From a works council perspective, 

mutual trust has positive effects on the preference for decentralized bargaining in general and on 

the preference for bargaining at the plant level. 

The preference for decentralized bargaining on the part of works council members is marginal. 

Managers show a strong preference for decentralized bargaining. 

In terms of the preference for a specific level of bargaining, trust has no significant or notably 

strong effect on the preference for decentralized bargaining among managers. 

 

Most relevant quoted works 
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-   Axelrod, R. M. (1984). The evolution of cooperation. New York, NY: Basic Books 

- Berthold, N., & Stettes, O. (2001). Der Flachentarifvertrag–vom Wegbereiter des 

Wirtschaftswunders zum Verursacher der Beschaftigungsmisere. In C. Ott & H.-B. Schafer (Eds.), 

Ökonomische Analyse des Arbeitsrechts (pp. 1-29). Tubingen, Germany: Mohr Siebeck.  

- Cummings, L. L., & Bromiley, P. (1996). The Organisational Trust Inventory. In T. R. Kramer & 

R. M. Tyler (Eds.), Trust in organisations: Frontiers of theory and research (pp. 302-330). 

Thousand Oaks, CA: SAGE. 

- Ellguth, P., & Kohaut, S. (2011). Tarifbindung und betriebliche Interessenvertretung—aktuelle 

Ergebnisse aus dem IABBetriebspanel 2010 WSI-Mitteilungen, 64, 242-247. 

- Keller, B., & Kirsch, A. (2011). Employment Relations in Germany. In G. Bamber, R. Lansbury, 

& N. Wailes (Eds.), International and Comparative Employment Relations: Globalisation and 
Change (5th ed., pp. 196 -223). London: Allen & Unwin; Sage 

- Thompson, L. L., Wang, J., & Gunia, B. C. (2010). Negotiation. Annual Review of Psychology, 

61, 491-515. 

 

Observations/comments (ex. about limits, dialog with other perspectives) 

 

Relevance to the topic of the project (please grade it from 1 to 5)  

3 

Relevance of the article (no. of citations or whether you consider the article important please 

grade its relevance from 1-5) 

4 

 

 

 

Bibliographical reference of the article 

Heungsik Park and John Blenkinsopp ―The roles of transparency and trust in the relationship 

between corruption and citizen satisfaction‖ 

 
Keywords 

citizen satisfaction, corruption, transparency, trust 

 

Type of work (literature review, empirical, theoretical research) 

Empirical 

 

Objectives/Hypotheses 

1. Transparency will play a significant role as a moderator in the relationship between corruption 

and citizen satisfaction; transparency will significantly curtail corruption, but increase satisfaction, 

while corruption reduces satisfaction. 

2.  Trust will play a significant role as a mediator in the relationship between transparency and 

citizen satisfaction; transparency will significantly increase trust and satisfaction, and in turn, trust 

will increase satisfaction. 

3.  Trust will play a significant role as a mediator in the relationship between corruption and 

satisfaction; corruption will significantly reduce trust and satisfaction, but trust will increase 

satisfaction 

 

Reviewed theoretical perspectives 
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Nooteboom et al. (1997: 318) explain that ‗trust is identified with a subjective probability‘ that a 

partner will not be contrary to one‘s expectations, and suggest that it is an instrument of good 

governance, even though not in itself a sufficient condition for cooperation. Trust reduces the risk 

created by the subjective probability of loss 

Welch et al. (2005) argue that trust in public institutions is enhanced through their administrative 

rules, standards, laws, and regulations relating to provision of services and information. 

 

Definitions and operationalizations of the key concepts (with a focus on social trust) 

Trust - a psychological state comprising the intention to accept vulnerability based upon positive 

expectations of the intentions or behaviour of another  

From an organizational perspective, trust is ‗a collective judgment of one group that another group 

will be honest, meet commitments, and will not take advantage of others‘ (Rawlins, 2008: 5; see 

also Cummings and Bromily)  

 

Methodology and data. Data origin (ex. country/ies, panel or not, individual or multilevel, etc.); 

type of statistical models (if any). 

Data collected by the local government of Yeongdeungpo-gu (population c. 408,000 as of April 

2009), one of the sub-districts of Seoul, as part of their evaluation of its Public Project Quality 

Management OK System 

 

Main findings. 

The results indicate a fairly strong correlation between corruption and resident satisfaction with 

public works projects 

Satisfaction also shows a strong relationship with transparency 

Transparency significantly increases trust, trust has a significant impact on satisfaction, and 

transparency significantly increases satisfaction. 

Corruption significantly decreases trust, but trust significantly increases satisfaction, and 

corruption significantly decreases satisfaction 

 

 Most relevant quoted works 

Driscoll JW (1978) Trust and participation in organizational decision making as predictors of 

satisfaction. Academy of Management Journal 21(1): 44–56. 

 

 

 Observations/comments (ex. about limits, dialog with other perspectives) 

There is little consensus concerning the measurement of important variables such as corruption, 

transparency trust, and satisfaction. 

Hardin R (1996) Trustworthiness. Ethics 107(1): 26–42. 

Welch EW, Hinnant CC and Moon MJ (2005) Linking citizen satisfaction with e-government and 

trust in government. Journal of Public Administration Research and Theory 15(3): 371–391.‘ 

 

 Relevance to the topic of the project (please grade it from 1 to 5)  

3 

Relevance of the article (no. of citations or whether you consider the article important please 

grade its relevance from 1-5)  

3 
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Bibliographical reference of the article 

Rosen, Devan, Lafontaine,  Pascale Roy and Hendrickson, Blake (2011), „CouchSurfing: Belonging 

and trust in aglobally cooperative online social network‖, New media & Society, 13(6) 981–998; 

http://nms.sagepub.com/content/13/6/981 

 

Keywords 

Trust, belonging, computer-mediated cooperation, cooperation, online communities, social 

networking. 

  

Type of work (literature review, empirical, theoretical research) 

Empirical research 

 

Objectives/Hypotheses 

Activities in an online community use elements as sense of belonging, connectedness and trust.  

Hypothesis: 

Members who have only exchanged information through the website, opposed to those who have 

also communicated face-to-face, will report a lower sense of belonging to the community.   

Members will be more inclined to consider a CouchSurfing request if the e-mail is sent specifically 

to them, as opposed to a group e-mail sent to multiple recipients.  

Trust and sense of belonging will be positively associated. 

 

Reviewed theoretical perspectives 

New media have redirected the circulation of information towards individuals, turned the internet 

into a participative actor, and have in turn influenced trust, sense of belonging and social relations 

(Hampton and Wellman, 2001). 

A relevant number of studies concluded that the internet  has a benefic impact to social relations 

and well-being, and also facilitates the formation of relations between people, besides providing a 

tool for keeping in touch with people who are geographically dispersed (Bargh and McKenna, 

2004). 

 

Definitions and operationalizations of the key concepts (with a focus on social trust) 

Social Activity Travel – an individual‘s travel activity is embeeded in the social context, including 

social network and the tools provided (e-mail,etc.) used to mantain awarness of the network 

between traveling events (Wellman, 2003). The author use the model provided by Wellman to 

investigate a system that allows people to locate and establish new social network ties. These ties 

are functioning on the base of social capital and trust. –this can be  a version of McLuhan‘s global 

village concept (1962). 

In order for online communities to function and survive is a definite need for the presence of trust 

between members (Feng et al., 2004). In online communities, trust has a primordial role (Cook, 

2005). He claims that in abcense of authorities, it would be difficult for larger networks to carry 

on their exchange if there were no solid boundaries of trust. 

  

Methodology and data. Data origin (ex. country/ies, panel or not, individual or multilevel, etc.); 

type of statistical models (if any). 

- Survey on 1094 Couch Surfing members, from 82 countries, on a representative sample.  

- Independent and paired sample t-tests, stepwise regression, Pearson‘s correlation coefficients, 

and descriptive statistics. 

 

http://nms.sagepub.com/content/13/6/981
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Main findings. 

This study provides tools that cand be used by other offline-online communities. The hypothesis 

have been confirmed, members who had met other members face-to-face felt a higher sense of 

belonging to the community. If the number of people who can help you increases, the probability 

that someone will help you decrease, because all others will expect that someone else will do the 

job. And finally, trust in CouchSurfing increases as people host more. There was a positive 

correlation between trust and sense on belonging, confirming previous findings. 

 

Most relevant quoted works 

Cook KS (2005), „Network, norms and trust: The social psychology of social capital‖, Social 
Psychology Quarterly 68(1): 4-14 

Rohe WM (2004) „Biulding social capital through community development‖, Journal of 
the American Planning Associtaion 70(2): 158-164 

 

Observations/comments (ex. about limits, dialog with other perspectives) 

 

 Relevance to the topic of the project (please grade it from 1 to 5)  

2 

Relevance of the article (no. of citations or whether you consider the article important please 

grade its relevance from 1-5) 

4 

 

 

Bibliographical reference of the article 

Rothstein, Bo and Daniela Eek. 2009. ―Political Corruption and Social Trust: An Experimental 

Approach‖, in Rationality and Society, Vol. 21(1): 81-112. 

 

Keywords:  

corruption, institutional trust, social capital, social trust, trust experiment 

 

Type of work:  

Empirical 

 

Objectives/ hypotheses 

The main question of the paper – how can the great variation in the level of social trust can be 

explained? 

H1: The type of need is important for people‘s trust – people‘s trust will decrease less if the person 

is in immediate need or just in a hurry 

H2: trust in others is assumed to be negatively correlated with corruption – being asked to pay a 

bribe will have a negative effect on trust in authorities, but also on trust in others 

H3: It is important who initiates the bribe – if the authority initiates the bribe than trust in 

authorities decrease more than social trust 

H4: the outcome is also important – if a request is declined by authorities, trust in authorities is 

expected to increase 

 

 

Reviewed theoretical perspectives: 
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Social trust - Douglass North defined social trust as one of the informal institutions in a society, 

which are established systems of beliefs about the behavior of others: in a group (or society) where 

most agents‘ default position is that most people can generally be trusted, transaction costs will be 

lower and many forms of mutually beneficial cooperation will therefore take place that would not 

have been possible if social trust was lacking (Svendsen and Svendsen 2003) 

Robert Aumann and Jacques Dreze – ―interactive rationality‖ => ―social trust should be seen as 

a mutually reinforcing phenomenon – the reason you may believe that most other people can be 

trusted (or not) is because you also believe that they believe that people like you can be trusted (or 

not)‖ – Still, in real life – no possibility of getting this type of information => history? 

 Gary Miller that the major lesson we should take from game theory is not about strategy 

or rationality, but an expectation of ‗dysfunctional results from individual rationality‘ => 

we need a theory that explains the variation  

 In the 1990s the variation was explained in relation with the viability of civil society 

(Putnam) – a society-centered approach where formal and informal associations create 

social capital 

 Another explanation is that the political institutions and the overall character of the state 

produce social capital – the institutional approach (Rothstein) 

 In social psychology – social trust is seen in social dilemma situations (Dawes and Messick) 

– where there are fair procedures there is a high social trust – being treated fairly gives 

people a sense of inclusiveness and consequently an increased social trust (De Cremer) -> 

How corruption disrupts social trust? 

 When it comes to establishing beliefs about social trust – people make inferences from the 

behavior they encounter from public officials: 

 The inference from public officials – if public officials in a society are known for being 

corrupt, citizens will believe that even people whom the law requires to act in the service 

of the public cannot be trusted.  

 The inference from people in general – most people in a society with corrupt officials must 

take part in corruption in order to obtain smth – most people cannot be trusted. 

The causal mechanisms specified here imply that individuals make an inference from the 

information they have about how society works, which they to a considerable extent get from 

how they perceive the action of public officials. 

 

Definitions and key concepts:  

Social capital = can be understood as mental models of what can be expected when dealing with 

people that you do not have this personalized information about (Denzau and North 1994) 

Methodology 

Two parallel experiments were conducted– ―scenario experiments‖: one group of 64 Swedish 

students and one group of 82 students in Romania. 

They had to respond to a number of scenarios which described a situation at a police station or a 

doctor‘s surgery in a foreign country. In the scenarios the person tries to receive immediate 

assistance from the police/doctor at the same time with another person. From this point on, there 

are varieties among the groups, according to: whether or not the person or the official took the 

initiative to offer immediate assistance in exchange of a bribe; whether or not a bribe was used in 

order to receive immediate assistance; outcome in terms of whether immediate assistance was 

approved or declined as a result of the offer or demand of a bribe.  

After each scenario, the participants‘ levels of vertical and horizontal trust were measured. 

 

Data origin: 
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The experiment in Sweden was carried out at Göteborg University in Göteborg and the 

experiment in Romania was carried out in the Babes- Bolyai University in Cluj Napoca. In the 

Swedish sample 64 undergraduates on different educational programs participated in the 

experiment.  In the Romanian sample 82 undergraduates on different educational programs 

participated in the experiment.  

 

Findings 

The Romanian sample had lower initial levels of horizontal trust. 

The results show that trust in authorities influences the perceptions of trustworthiness of others in 

general. 

Even though the results were stronger for one sample than the other, the influence of vertical 

trust on social trust was true for both the high and the low trusting sample 

 

Most often quoted works: 

Rothstein, Bo, and Eric M. Uslaner. 2005. ‗All for All. Equality, Corruption and Social 

Trust.‘World Politics 58 (3): 41–73 

 

Observations/Comments : 

References to other scenario experiments – Aronson et al 1998 and De Cremer et al. 2005 

 

Relevance to the topic of the project (1 to 5):  

3 

Relevance of the article :  

41 citari-3.5 

 

 

 

Bibliographical reference of the article 

 

Paul M. Sniderman, Louk Hagendoorn, Markus Prior. Predisposing Factors and Situational 

Triggers: Exclusionary Reactions to Immigrant Minorities. The American Political Science 
Review. 2004. Vol. 98. No. 1, pp. 35-49 

 

Keywords 

Immigrant minorities, realistic conflict theory, social identity theory, exclusion, experimental 

design, prejudice, stereotypes, social distance,  the Netherlands 

 

Type of work (literature review, empirical, theoretical research) 

Empirical research  

 

Objectives/Hypotheses 

The study aims to evaluate the extent to which economic-centered issues are at the foundation of 

reactions towards immigration in the Western European context. A second aim is to examine how 

the interplay between two sets of factors (predisposing concerns and situational triggers) 

influences public reactions to immigration and minorities. The focus is on the Netherlands.  

Hypothesis: ‗considerations of national identity dominate those of economic interests‘ [p. 36] 

The hypothesis is built on theory-derived propositions postulating the expected directions of 

influence, as follows: 
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- The worse the economic conditions, the greater the impact of economic concerns; the reverse 

is also true 

- The impact of concerns about national identity depends on the prominence of differences 

between groups  

     

Reviewed theoretical perspectives 

Realistic conflict theory  (see Hardin, 1995) - The main tenet revolves around the potential 

conflict derived from competition, particularly of economic nature. Various groups compete, 

driven by the desire of being better off.  

Social identity theory (See Tajfel, 1981) – focuses on the group an individual chooses to identify 

with; the connected assumption is that individuals will seek to value positively the group they 

identify with, out of a natural drive of seeking to feel good about one‘s self.  

 

Definitions and operationalizations of the key concepts (with a focus on social trust) 

See sections 5 and 7. 

 

Methodology and data. Data origin (ex. country/ies, panel or not, individual or multilevel, etc.); 

type of statistical models (if any). 

Experimental design. Data collected in 1997-1998 in Netherlands, within a Utrecht University 

study.  

Number of subjects: 2007 

3 experiments:  

1. Decoupling experiment: focuses on predispositions to perceive threats to economic well-

being and cultural identity 

 - They look at three types of threats: to cultural identity, economic well-being and safety [last two 

assessed at both individual and collective levels] 

-  Two key dimensions involved: (1) the object at risk [e.g. good jobs] and  (2) the group that 

allegedly puts an object at risk [a given ethnic minority] 

 - Main technique: presenting half sample with statements where the two dimensions are coupled; 

half sample is given a set of statements where the reference to  the ethnic minority is omitted 

 - Additional techniques involve the use of social distance measures, Luthanen-Crocker measure of 

importance of national identity (Luthanen and Crocker, 1992), and of an index of self-esteem 

[Sniderman et al, 2000 and Sniderman, 1975] 

2. Fitting in experiment: examines the situational triggering of threats to identity and 

economic well-being  

Main interrogation: to what extent does the same individual react differently when threats to 

cultural identity or economic we‘ll being become salient?  

Main experimental technique:  to manipulate the salience of threats to economic interests and to 

national identity  by manipulating characteristics of immigrants [along dimensions of educational 

and professional qualifications, language skills, propensity to integrate in the Dutch society] 

3. Identity priming experiment: examines the situational priming of national identification  

Main technique: to prime either subjects‘ identity as Dutch citizens or their identity as individuals. 

Use of a modified Likert scale;  

The idea is to see under what conditions explicit opposition to immigration is activated among the 

subjects 

 

Main results  
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A general predisposition to feel threatened is usually associated with a low self-esteem and with 

lack of confidence. The existence of such predisposition is important in assessing the mechanisms 

by which overt opposition to ethnic minorities and immigration is activated. 

Research confirms the predictions of realistic conflict approach, by revealing that one of the 

sources of opposition to immigrants and immigration does indeed originate in people‘s worries 

about their economic well-being.  

Also, the connection between the threats perceived at the level of national culture and the 

salience of national identity of individuals seems to be confirmed by the results. In fact, within an 

overall picture of the results, it is precisely the cultural conflict or the perception that national (in 

this case Dutch) culture is threatened that triggers the most outstanding negative reactions to 

immigration and minorities created via immigration waves.  

 

Most relevant quoted works 

Huddy, Leonie. 2001. "From Social to Political Identity: Implica-tions for PoliticalP 

sychology."P oliticalP sychology2 2 (1): 127- 56 

Luhtanen, R., and J. Crocker. 1992. "A Collective Self-Esteem Scale: Self-Evaluationo f 

One's Social Identity."P ersonalitya nd Social Psychology Bulletin 18 (3): 302-18. 

Sniderman, Paul M. 1975. Personality and Democratic Politics. Berkeley: University of 

California Press.  

Sniderman, Paul M., Pierangelo Peri, Rui de Figuerido, and Thomas Piazza. 2000. The 

Outsider: Prejudice and Politics in Italy. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press. 

Tajfel, Henri. 1981. Human Groups and Social Categories: Stud-ies in Social Psychology. 

Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 

 

Observations/comments (ex. about limits, dialog with other perspectives) 

Complex methodological design, primarily drawing on experiments and advanced statistical 

analysis. 

At times the conceptual clarity is less than satisfactory. 

Particularly useful for researchers interested in examining group-prejudice.  

Best understood if familiar with basic notions of psychology and social psychology 

 

Relevance to the topic of the project (please grade it from 1 to 5)  

         3.5           

 

Relevance of the article (no. of citations or whether you consider the article important please 

grade its relevance from 1-5) 

          4.5 

 

 

Bibliographical reference of the article 

Kim Mannemar Sønderskov. Does generalized social trust lead to associational membership? 

Unravelling a bowl of well-tossed spaghetti. European Sociological Review Volume 27 Number 4, 

2011, pp. 419-434 

 

Keywords 

Generalized trust, social capital, associations, membership, passive membership, active 

membership, endogeneity, collective action, causality  
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Type of work (literature review, empirical, theoretical research) 

Empirical research  

 

Objectives/Hypotheses 

The author questions the validity of the unidirectional relationship posited between trust and 

associational membership, reacting to the quasi-unanimous examination of associational 

membership as a causal factor for generalized social trust [and not the other way around]. The 

questioning of such approaches in grounded in the alleged endogeneity bias that vitiate such 

studies.  

The author‘s main objective is to examine whether, under certain circumstances, trust may itself 

be a predictor for associational membership.  

The general hypothesis is that ‗generalized social trust only affects associational membership when 

membership involves a collective action dilemma‘ [p. 420] 

Specific hypotheses  
- People with high levels of trust are more inclined to join associations that produce public 

goods than non-trusters 

- Generalized social trust should increase membership in associations producing goods that are 

enjoyed by broad sections of society 

- Generalized social trust does not affect membership in associations that do not involve 

collective action [i.e. people with high level of generalized social trust are not more likely 

than non-trusters to join such associations] 

 

Reviewed theoretical perspectives 

Existing literature on the topic roughly split in two categories: 

A. Studies that assume an unidirectional relationship btw. Social trust and associational 

membership [examples: Stolle & Rochon, 1998; Whiteley, 1999; Freitag, 2003]. Most of these 

studies rely on regression as main methodological tool and find that associational membership 

increases trust. The problem of endogeneity is particularly acute for such approaches. 

B. Studies that took endogeneity into account and that produced mixed results: some 

affirmed a unidirectional relationship from associational membership to increased trust; others 

explained the causal link trust – associational membership through the self-selection of trusters 

who become involved in associations. [e.g. Uslaner, 2002; Stolle & Hooghe, 2004 etc] 

The main criticism addressed by the author relative to the studies that seek to prove the 

link from trust to membership is their underlying assumption that trust has an unconditional 

effect on membership. The second criticism regards the lack of a distinction between active and 

passive membership. Lastly, the author reacts against the static perspective assumed by many 

studies in the examination of the relationship between trust and membership.  

 

Definitions and operationalizations of the key concepts (with a focus on social trust) 

- See author‘s figure below: 
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In order to avoid the possible feedback effect from membership to generalized social trust [most 

studies show that in order for associational membership to produce trust, active membership is 

required], the dependent variable on which the effect of trust is examined is the passive 

membership in associations.  

 

Methodology and data. Data origin (ex. country/ies, panel or not, individual or multilevel, etc.); 

type of statistical models (if any). 

 

Data: survey data from World Values Survey [EWVS, 2006] with selected countries included in 

the sample, so that they fulfill requirements for being included in regression models.  

Two samples have been used, in order to eliminate the eventual feed-back effects from active 

membership [see graphic explanation above]: 

 one sample including only respondents who are not currently active in any kind of 

organization;  

 one sample which additionally excludes those older than 23 [a proxy measurement] in 

order to rule out possible effects of previous active memberships. Thus the second sample 

includes only respondents that are not likely to have acquired generalized social trust 

through associational membership. 

Associations have been categorized according to them involving or not collective action dilemmas. 

 

Description of variables 

 

Dependent 

variable 

Respondents‘ membership status [dichotomous, with possible values passive 

member or non-member] 

1. non-member vs passive members in 

art/music/educational/environmental/charitable/humanitarian associations 

2. /-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-//-/-/-/-/-/-//labour unions 

3./-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/political parties 

4./-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-//-professional associations 

5.-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-religious organizations 

Independent 

Variable  

Generalized social trust  - measured with the standard question ‗generally speaking, 

would you say most people can be trusted or that you need to be very careful in 

dealing with people‘? 

Control  

variables 

Education, gender, age, income, satisfaction with own financial situation, self-

efficacy, immigrant vs native resident, value orientation, political orientation, life 

satisfaction, religious denomination. 

 

Logistic regression used as the dependent variables are dichotomous.  
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Main findings 

The hypotheses have been confirmed by data analysis. Generalized trust seems to have a 

conditional effect on membership: ―it increases membership in clear-cut public good producing 

associations, it increases, to a lesser extent, membership in less clear-cut public good producing 

associations and it does not increase membership in other types of associations.‖ [p. 426] 

Associations that fall under the category of clear-cut public good producers are for example art, 

music, education, environmental, charitable associations.  

Several issues of interest seem consequential and important as extracted from the results: 

- the fact that under certain conditions trust does affect membership in associations 

- the support which the results seem to provide to the idea that trust has a positive effect on 

trust and cooperation [due to the positive effect of trust on membership in associations that 

promote collective goods] 

- membership should not be treated uncritically as being exogenous to trust  

 

Most relevant quoted works 

Olson, M. (1971). The Logic of Collective Action. Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University 

Press;  

Delhey, J. and Newton, K. (2003). Who Trusts? The Origins of social trust in seven 

societies. European Societies, 5, pp. 93-137; 

Stolle, D. (1998). Bowling together, bowling alone: the development of generalized trust in 

voluntary associations, Political Psychology, 19, pp. 469-496; 

 

Observations/comments (ex. about limits, dialog with other perspectives) 

The limitations of the study seem to result from a tradeoff between the initial intention – of 

dealing with the endogeneity issue   -and the design constraints required in order to pursue that 

intention. Thus, since the focus was solely on passive membership, there is a clear lack of power of 

generalization for the study‘s conclusion.  

 

Relevance to the topic of the project (please grade it from 1 to 5)  

              4 

 

Relevance of the article (no. of citations or whether you consider the article important please 

grade its relevance from 1-5) 

               4.5 

 

 

Bibliographical reference of the article 

Sønderskov, Kim Mannemar (2011), ‖Explaining large-N cooperation: Generalized social trust and 

the social exchange heuristic‖, Rationality and Society 23(1) 51–74 

http://rss.sagepub.com/content/23/1/51 

 

Keywords 

Collective action, generalizad social trust, pro-environmental behavior, social exchange heuristic. 

 

Type of work (literature review, empirical, theoretical research) 

Empirical research 

 

Objectives/Hypotheses 

http://rss.sagepub.com/content/23/1/51
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The social exchange heuristic gives an explanation for why in large-N situations, people choose to 

cooperate intead of free-ride.  

Hypothesis:  

1. People holding generalized social trust -all elese being equal- recycle more readly than low 

trusters.  

2.The effect of generalized social trust on recycling is equal across countries.  

3. The effect of generalized social trust upon recycling -all else being equal- increases when people 

perceive recycling as a true collective action dilemma, and conversely, the effect decreases when 

recycling is perceived as a means to obtain private befits.  

4. The effect of generalized social trust decreases as the cost of contributing increase -all elese 

being equal. 

 

Reviewed theoretical perspectives 

Acording to rational choice theory, the beneficial effects of trust in collective actions are 

presented, claiming that is rational to cooperate when you expect that others will cooperate as 

well. (Lubell, 2004; Nannestad, 2009, Rothstein, 2005; Torsvik, 2000). 

In large-N situations it‘s difficult to apply the same asumption, because one person‘s action would 

hardly affect other people‘s behavior. In this situations, every people should free-ride. The 

literature does not offer an explanation for why in large-N situations, people should cooperate, 

and not free-ride.  

 

Definitions and operationalizations of the key concepts (with a focus on social trust) 

Generalized social trust reflects a person‘s perception of the social environment, not institutions or 

organizations. It reflects trust in other, not in a specific person. It reflects a person‘s default 

expectation of other people‘s trustworthiness (Coleman, 1990).  

The social exchange heuristic implies that the most people prefer mutual cooperation even when 

free riding is the rational choice (Yamagishi, 2007). 

Specific trust is based on all sorts of specific cues like appearence, gender, reputation and previous 

behaviour. In contrast, generalized social trust is context independent in the short run, a person‘s 

default expectation of other people‘s trustworthiness (Coleman, 1990). 

 

Methodology and data. Data origin (ex. country/ies, panel or not, individual or multilevel, etc.); 

type of statistical models (if any). 

Survey on 4000 respondents in the UK, USA, Denmark and Sweden, using self-reported recycling 

behavior of respondents. 

- individual level data and control for alternative explanations of recycling behavior 

 

Main findings 

Specific trust cannot be applied in large-N situations and generalized social trust became 

important in this situations, because enhance cooperation in large-N dilemmas. The study has 

shown that people with high level of generalized social trust recycle more readly. Generalized 

social trust only affects recycling when recycling is perceived as a collective dilemma, working on 

the principle that humans tend to cooperate when they expect others to do the same.  

 

Most relevant quoted works 

Yamagishi T, Terai S, Kiyonari T (2007), „The social exchange heuristic: Mananging errors 

in social exchange‖, Rationality and Society, 19:259-291. 
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Uslaner Em (2002), „The moral foundations of trust‖, Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press. 

 
Observations/comments (ex. about limits, dialog with other perspectives) 

 

Relevance to the topic of the project (please grade it from 1 to 5)  

3 

Relevance of the article (no. of citations or whether you consider the article important please 

grade its relevance from 1-5) 

4 

 

 

Bibliographical reference of the article 

Dietlind Stolle, Thomas R. Rochon. ‗Are all assocations alike? Member diversity, associational type 

and the creation of social capital‘. The American Behavioral Scientist. Vol. 42, No. 1, 1998;  

 

Keywords 

Social capital, generalized trust, voluntary associations, associational membership 

 

Type of work (literature review, empirical, theoretical research) 

Empirical research  

 

Objectives/Hypotheses 

The main objective of the study is to investigate the effect of membership in various types of 

associations on selected indicators of social capital. 

Departing from the assumption that it is plausible to expect different effects on social capital 

indicators [of which generalized trust is a part] exerted by membership in different types of 

associations, the specific hypotheses are: 

H1: Associations with different purposes will have different effects on the development of public 

social capital; 

H2: The effect of associations on public social capital will vary depending on the inclusiveness of 

the particular association.  

 

Reviewed theoretical perspectives 

Research draws heavily on the conventional approaches on social capital, as popularized by 

Putnam‘s writings. It reaffirms the collective nature of social capital, understood as a resource and 

it also acknowledges the possibility that some groups do produce social capital yet fail in 

producing generalized trust or general tolerance.  

Social capital is understood as being subject to at least two different interpretations: personalized 

social capital and public social capital; the latter is believed to be the ―essence of the social capital 

thesis‖  [see definitions below] 

 

Definitions and operationalizations of the key concepts (with a focus on social trust) 

Social capital – general definition – ―networks and norms that link citizens to each other and that 

enable them to pursue their common objectives more effectively‖ [p. 47] 

Personalized social capital (private, personalized civicness)– refers to the ―increased capacity for 

collective action, cooperation, and trust within the group, enabling the collective purposes to be 

achieved more easily‖ [p. 48] Here the focus in on the immediate circles that form an individual‘s 
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entourage. Because it fails to benefit interactions that go beyond such immediacy, this form of 

social capital is further excluded from the analysis, which focuses instead on the public social 
capital = ―a cooperative spirit, norms of reciprocity, and collective thinking beyond the boundaries 

of the group itself.‖ [p. 49] 

 

Social capital is measured using an operational model that differentiates between 4 sets of 
indicators: 
  

Indicators sets (dimensions of 

social capital) 

Indicators  

 

Set I: Participation and 

engagement  

Political action 

Engagement in community 

Interest in politics 

Set II: Generalized trust and 

reciprocity within the community  

Generalized trust 

Credit slips  

Set III: Institutional trust  Political trust 

Political efficacy 

Set IV: Attitudinal variables 

related to social capital 

Tolerance 

Free Riding 

Optimism 

Methodology and data. Data origin (ex. country/ies, panel or not, individual or multilevel, etc.); 

type of statistical models (if any). 

Type of data: survey data. 

Data source: 3 national surveys from US, Germany and Sweden and the World Values Survey for 

the relevant countries. [oldest  data from 1981, newest data from 1991] 

Secondary data analysis. The main approach was to look at differences observed between members 

of associations and non-members along the selected indicators of social capital. As the hypotheses 

postulated expected differences resulted from the peculiarity of associations, the analysis followed 

the differentiation of associations on the grounds of their purpose and their inclusiveness [i.e. how 

internally diversified their membership is].  

Categorization of associations in 7 associational sectors: political, economic, group rights, cultural, 

community, private interest, social-leisure organizations.  

 

Main findings 

Data analysis confirms the first hypothesis, indicating a variation between the impact on social 

capital indicators that membership in associations of different kinds exerts. Examples: those who 

are members in political, economic and community groups score higher on the political and 

community participation. The greatest scores on generalized trust and reciprocity with neighbors 

are obtained by those who are members in organizations of cultural kind, and organizations 

related to personal interests or to community. Quite surprisingly, the high scores on political trust 

and efficacy are not associated with membership in political groups, being instead connected to 

membership in organizations of economic, personal interest or cultural nature. 

 

As for the second hypothesis, for which the authors are drawing on Putnam‘s ideas, they expected 

that ―associations whose members bridge major social categories will be more effective in fostering 

generalized trust than will associations whose membership is socially constricted.‖  [p. 57] Despite 

several methodological difficulties related to the exact determination of the internal diversity of 

organizations, they find that, at least for the case of homogenous associations, the degree of 
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associational diversity is related with levels of generalized trust and community reciprocity. The 

somehow mixed results concerning the second hypothesis are explained by the authors as being 

either an effect of the measurement shortcomings or the indication of a threshold above which 

―further diversity does not make additional contributions to membership‘s trust.‖ (p. 61) 

 

Apart from the two separate aspects of associational membership under scrutiny (type of 

association and inclusiveness of association), a general finding is that regardless of the features of 

associations, members are significantly different from non-members along a wide array of social 

capital indicators. Moreover, membership in all kinds of associations appears to be most strongly 

connected to issues related to political actions and weakly related to the 4th set of social capital 

indicators, which included optimism, tolerance and free ridership.  

 

Most relevant quoted works 

Putnam, R. (1993). Making Democracy Work. Princeton, New Jersey: Princetorn 

University Press; 

Putnam, R. (1995). Bowling alone: America‘s declining social capital. Journal of 
Democracy. 6 (1). Pp. 65-78; 

Yamagishi, T. & Yamagishi, M. (1994): Trust and commitment in the United States and 

Japan. Motivation and Emotion, 18 (2), pp. 129-166. 

 

Observations/comments (ex. about limits, dialog with other perspectives) 

A series of difficulties of measurement [particularly with respect to associations‘ internal diversity] 

may affect the overall strength of conclusions. 

A replication of the study could be interesting, as we expect the associational landscape to have 

enriched since the early 90s, not only from the point of view of issues and activities but also from 

that of their publics and membership base.  

 

Relevance to the topic of the project (please grade it from 1 to 5)  

 

4                 

Relevance of the article (no. of citations or whether you consider the article important please 

grade its relevance from 1-5) 

 

                    4 

 

 

Bibliographical reference of the article 

Patrick Sturgis, Ian Brunton-Smith, Sanna Read, Nick Allum. Does Ethnic Diversity Erode Trust? 

Putnam‘s ‗Hunkering Down‘ Thesis Reconsidered. British Journal of Political Science, 41,  2010, 

pp. 57-82; 

 

 Keywords 

generalized trust, strategic trust, ethnic diversity, diversity index, trust in neighbors, economic 

deprivation 

 

Type of work (literature review, empirical, theoretical research) 

Empirical research 
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Objectives/Hypotheses 

The validity of the view according to which ethnic diversity acts as a corrosive of trust is placed 

udner question mark. Authors‘ assumption is that the relationship between ethnic diversity and 

trust is contingent. Diversity alone is not a satisfactory explanatory factor unless accompanied by 

issues related to the economic situation of neighborhoods and the social integration of individuals.  

 

Reviewed theoretical perspectives 

Contact theory - predicts that trust will increase as people get to know each other and overcome 

misplaced fears and ethnically related stereotypes  

Conflict theory  - predicts that ethnic diversity will erode trust due to competition for perceived 

scarce resources [jobs and housing, in particular] 

Existing research, pointing to an apparently negative and certain relationship between ethnic 

diversity and trust is criticized along three dimensions: 

The limited power of generalization for research conducted primarily in North 

America 

Deficient operationalizations and measurements of trust 

Too much emphasis on the statistical relationship between variables and too little 

focus on the substantive link between them   
 

Definitions and operationalizations of the key concepts (with a focus on social trust) 

Strategic trust = ―trust in people with whom we are personally acquainted‖ [p.62, the concept of 

strategic trust is borrowed from Uslaner] In the research, a combination of strategic trust and 

generalized trust is reflected in the ―trust in neighbors.‖ 

Generalized trust = ―a more diffuse trust in one‘s fellow citizens, the vast majority of whom will 

not be personally known to the individual making the trust evaluation‖, measured sin 

 

Diversity and its effects on trust are assessed at neighborhood level. Neighborhood characteristics 

assessed along five dimensions: economic deprivation, urbanization, in-migration and out-

migration, age structure, housing stock.  

The level of ethnic diversity measured using the Herfindahl fractionalization index. 

 

Methodology and data. Data origin (ex. country/ies, panel or not, individual or multilevel, etc.); 

type of statistical models (if any). 

Multi-level modeling analyses on survey data. The authors build 6 models, to test the influence 

exerted on two dependent variables [generalized trust and trust in neighbors] by: ethnic diversity, 

neighborhood characteristics  and individual-level indicators. Data was collected through the 2005 

Taking Part Survey, an annual survey performed in Great Britain on adult population, on a large 

size sample (25,000 respondents).  

 

Main findings 

There is no evidence of a relationship between ethnic diversity at the level of 

neighborhoods and the propensity of individuals to be trustful [generalized trust] 

The relationship between diversity and strategic trust is strongly conditioned by the 

extent to which individuals know the people from their neighborhoods. 

It cannot be straightforwardly be said that ethnic diversity reduces trust; the relationship 

is rather one of slight negative effect of diversity on trust in neighbors, in contexts where 

there is low inter-personal contact of people with their fellows from the neighborhood . 
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The relationship found between trust, ethnic diversity and economic deprivation 

contradict the prediction of conflict theory, as it reveals that ethnic diversity has no effect 

on strategic trust in the economically deprived areas, whereas it does display a slight effect 

in economically more developed neighborhoods. In other words, whether there is a 

diminution of trust caused by ethnic diversity, this process is not mediated by economic 

competition between ethnic groups. 

The relationship between diversity and trust has a weak and contingent nature and 

there is a need for greater attention to methodological decisions related to the type of trust 

being investigated and to its empirical indicators [case in point generalized trust/strategic 

trust and its empirical manifestations] 
 

Most relevant quoted works 

Dietland Stolle, Stuart N. Soroka and Richard Johnston, ‗When Does Diversity Erode 

Trust? Neighborhood Diversity, Interpersonal Trust and the Mediating Effect of Social 

Interactions‘, Political Studies, 56 (2008), 57–75 

 

Robert D. Putnam, ‗E Pluribus Unum: Diversity and Community in the Twenty-First 

Century: The 2006 Johan Skytte Prize Lecture‘, Scandinavian Political Studies, 30 (2007), 137–74 

Eric Uslaner, The Moral Foundations of Trust. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 

2002  

 

Observations/comments (ex. about limits, dialog with other perspectives) 

The article is useful particularly due to high conceptual clarity regarding all issues that revolve 

around trust, as well as due to its transparent and clearly structured methodology. It draws on 

perspectives related to social psychology and it is particularly relevant as reading for those 

interested in the community-level effects of immigration. 

 

Relevance to the topic of the project (please grade it from 1 to 5)  

 

                        4 

Relevance of the article (no. of citations or whether you consider the article important please 

grade its relevance from 1-5) 

   5 

 

 

Bibliographical reference of the article 

Tania Tam, Miles Hewstone, Jared Kenworthy and Ed Cairns, ―Intergroup Trust in Northern 

Ireland‖, http://psp.sagepub.com/content/35/1/45 

 

Keywords 

Trust; intergroup relations; contact; extended contact; prejudice 

 

Type of work (literature review, empirical, theoretical research) 

Empirical 

 

Objective/s/Hypothesis/es 

http://psp.sagepub.com/content/35/1/45
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H1: People who are more trusting of the outgroup tend to act in more positive ways toward 

outgroup members (they would be more willing to approach members of the outgroup than would 

people who are less trusting of the other community). 

H2: People who are more trusting of the outgroup would be more inclined to act in less negative 

ways toward outgroup members (they would be less prone to aggress against them or avoid them) 

H3: Trust would mediate the association between contact and these positive and negative 

behavioral tendencies 

 

Reviewed theoretical perspectives 

Trust may be defined as a positive bias in the processing of imperfect information about an 

outgroup (Yamagashi & Yamagashi, 1994) and a confident expectation of the outgroup‘s behavior 

toward the ingroup (Lewicki, McAllister, & Bies, 1998). 

Trust and liking are seen as positive effects that generalize to fellow ingroup, but not outgroup, 

members (Brewer, 1997) 

Trust often facilitates mutually beneficial outcomes to the parties involved (Kramer & Carnevale, 

2001) 

Trust is a core concept in conflict resolution and peace building, such as in the current peace 

process in Northern Ireland (see Mitchell, 1999) 

 

Definitions of key concepts 

Trust may be defined as a positive bias in the processing of imperfect information about an 

outgroup and a confident expectation of the outgroup‘s behavior toward the ingroup  

Trust implies the expectation that others will not exploit one‘s vulnerability and the belief that 

others will attempt to cooperate  

 

Methodology 

Survey on 59 students (24 Protestants and 35 Catholic), mean age 22 

 

Data origin (country/ies, type of data panel or single survey or several surveys and source of data) 

Northern Ireland; single survey on 59 students; previous contact research (Brown and 

Hewstone,2005;  Hewstone et al., 2005; Voci and Hewstone,2003 – intergroup contact; Mackie, 

Devos, and Smith , 2000 – adapted positive and negative behavioral tendencies) 

 

Findings 

1) Showed that outgroup trust mediates the impact of intergroup contact on behavioral tendencies 

toward the outgroup 

2) The importance of trusting the outgroup over simply liking the outgroup; establishing outgroup 

trust is crucial, as trust is a stronger predictor of behavioral tendencies toward the outgroup than 

positive attitudes are. 

3) Results also demonstrated two mechanisms for increasing outgroup trust—through both direct 

and extended intergroup contact. 

 
Most often quoted works 

Allport, G. W. (1954). The nature of prejudice. Oxford, UK: Addison- Wesley. 

 

Observations/comments 

Research done on catholic and protestants in Northern Ireland 
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Relevance to the topic of the project (please grade it from 1 to 5)  

3,5 

Relevance of the article (no. of citations or whether you consider the article important please 

grade its relevance from 1-5)  

4 

 

 

Bibliographical reference of the article:  

Torche, Florencia and Eduardo Valenzuela, 2011. ―Trust and reciprocity: A theoretical distinction 

of the sources of social capital‖, European Journal of Social Theory, 14 (2), pp. 181-198  

 

Keywords:  

personal relations, reciprocity, social capital, strangers, trust 

 

Type of work:  

theoretical research 

 

Objectives/ hypotheses 

The paper focuses on the experiential dimension of social capital – the way in which social 

relations are experienced by those who participate in them – drawing on this anthropological and 

social theory, the article distinguishes two ideal-type forms of social capital: reciprocity and trust 

(based on the type of social relations) 

 

Reviewed theoretical perspectives: 

- Bourdieu – social capital seen at individual level – any kind of individual resources based 

on membership in a network - ―aggregate of actual or potential resources linked to 

possession of a durable network of more or less institutionalized relationships of mutual 

acquaintance and recognition to membership in a group‖ 

- Coleman – defines social capital by its function: any source of the social structure that the 

actor can use as a resource for action. He also looks at social capital as a public good – its 

benefits are appropriated by all those involved in the social structure, not only for those 

who invested in it. The most influential insight is the identification of social capital with 

closure networks. (the closure networks are sources of social capital)  

- Portes (a Weberian interpretative approach) – social capital is the ability to secure scarce 

resources by virtue of membership in social networks of larger social structures + social 

capital depends on the expectations for action within a collectivity => social capital 

depends on the type of donors‘ motivations -> disregards Coleman‘s insight that social 

capital can be an unintended consequence of social interaction => Portes‘ approach is 

dependent on the existence of closure networks 

- the alternative approach (structural approach) is characterized by sparse networks (the 

bridges created in open networks are more useful for new opportunities) => social capital 

can be found in both types of networks– but it does not give enough explanation on the 

sources of these structural differences 

- The literature on interpersonal trust – trust provides a strategy to deal with the 

interpersonal risk given by the problem of strangeness =>extends the understanding of 

social capital as being bounded to communities – still, it reduces the understanding of trust 

and social capital to locations on a continuum that does not allow understanding how they 

emerged 
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- Coleman – people trust easier a ―confidence man‖ than a friend – due to rational 

explanation – with a stranger there is no intimacy and consequently less to loose – BUT – 

the authors claim there might be another explanation – building personal relations goes 

beyond the individual self-interest and trust is not important anymore, it is embedded in 

reciprocity 

- Personal relations – are based on 3 dimensions: factual (the co-presence), temporal 

(memory) and social (reciprocity) 

- Impersonal relations – opposite of personal relations and trust is a necessity, is the type of 

social capital that allows to establish relationships with strangers -> but trust goes beyond 

the self-interest, it involves a system of shared, historically formed, norms and values. 

(specific historical interactions may have induced interactions among strangers – and 

promoting the formation of trust relationships- e.g. commerce relations) 

 

Definitions and key concepts:  

Look at the previous section 

 

Findings/ Conclusions: 

- The article moves beyond the functional properties of trust and focuses on the experiential 

dimension 

- Reciprocity is the form of social capital embedded in personal relations 

- Trust is the form of social capital embedded in relations with strangers; trust involves rational 

calculations but goes beyond this since it is also embedded in a universalistic ethic of personal 

responsibility 

- The focus is on the motivation for trust rather than its function 

 

Most often quoted works: 

Coleman J (1988) Social capital in the creation of human capital. American Journal of 

Sociology 94 (Suppl.): 95–120. 

Portes A (1998) Social capital: its origins and applications in modern sociology. Annual 

Review of Sociology 24: 1–24. 

Portes A and Landolt P (1996) The downside of social capital. The American Prospect 26: 

18–21, 94. 

Portes A and MooneyM(2002) Social capital and community development. In: Guille´n M, 

Collins R, England P and Meyer M (eds) The New Economic Sociology: Developments in an 

Emerging Field. New York: Russell Sage, 303–29. 

Observations/Comments : 

- it is interesting for the distinction between different types of social capital and the 

difference between reciprocity and trust 

- it is enough to read the conclusions and definitions 

Relevance to the topic of the project (1 to 5):  

1.5 

Relevance of the article :  

1 

 

Bibliographical reference of the article 

Rene Veenstra and Jan Kornelis Dijkstra – ―Transformations in Adolescent Peer 

Networks‖ 
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Keywords 

Adolescents‘ behavior, trust 

 

Type of work (literature review, empirical, theoretical research) 

Theoretical research 

 

Objectives/Hypotheses 

This paper discuss about the importance of social networks for understanding selection and 

influence processes in behaviors. If selection results in similarity, it suggests that behavior remains 

similar but relationships change. By contrast, influence processes suggest that relations remain 

stable but behavior changes. The sequence of changes in the network and in the behavior, reacting 

on each other, generates a mutual dependence between the network dynamics and the behavior 

dynamics. 

 

Reviewed theoretical perspectives 

The processes of creating and keeping friendships influence the behavior and attitudes of 

individuals. Thus, the interplay between dynamics in behaviors and networks is captured by two 

distinct processes: (1) selection processes (it comprises the formation and dissolution of 

relationships and, thus, changes in the network) and (2) influence processes (it refers to the 

observation that individuals change their behavior or attitudes in accordance with the peers they 

affiliate with). 

People select similar others because those who are similar in behaviors, characteristics, and 

attitudes understand each other better. The similarity-attraction theory (Byrne, 1971) states that 

similarity increases trustworthiness and predictability, enabling individuals to communicate with 

less effort and with shared feelings of understanding and belongingness, which makes these 

relationships more rewarding and stable. This increased predictability and these positive feelings 

are suggested to enhance selection of similar friends and reduce conflicts. In addition to providing 

a basis for mutual approval, shared characteristics provide a source of validation for development 

and reinforcement of social identity (Hallinan, 1980). 

Feld (1982) has noted that social settings that structure a person‘s actions and interactions increase 

the likelihood of similarity in behavior. Thus, similarity may be a result of the opportunity to meet 

similar others, also called propinquity 

 

Definitions and operationalization of the key concepts (with a focus on social trust) 

- structural network effects: reciprocity and transitivity are controlled to avoid overestimation of 

other network-related estimates and influence effects  

- changes in the peer network represent selection effects: the extent to which individuals tend to 

form new friendships on the basis of preexisting similarities in behavior 

- the influence effect, which indicates the extent to which participants change their behavior in 

accordance with their friends‘ behavior. Influence effects manifest themselves in behavioral 

change 

- behavioral tendencies are taken into account to model the distribution and likelihood of changes 

in the behavior under investigation. These tendencies provide a valuable insight into the 

likelihood of low or high values of the behavior occurring and into whether the behavior of 

respondents tends to regress to the mean (self-correcting mechanism) or to the extremes of the 

scale (polarization or self-reinforcing mechanism). 
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Methodology and data. Data origin (ex. country/ies, panel or not, individual or multilevel, etc.); 

type of statistical models (if any). 

To overcome these shortcomings, the Simulation Investigation for Empirical Network Analyses 

(SIENA) program was developed (Snijders, Steglich, & Schweinberger, 2007). Within the SIENA 

program (see http://stat.gamma.rug.nl/siena.html), the estimations of behavioral changes and 

network changes (changes in the absence or presence of a relation) are modeled simultaneously. 

Therefore, the program allows researchers to test both selection and influence effects while 

controlling each for the other (Burk, Steglich, & Snijders, 2007; Steglich et al., 2010). SIENA was 

used in most of the recent empirical studies reported on in this chapter (these studies are 

asterisked in the reference list). 

The longitudinal social network model interprets discrete time series of data as the cumulative 

result of an unobserved sequence of elementary changes, resulting from decisions taken by the 

actors between observation moments. 

 

Main findings. 

In response to the current network structure and the current behavior of the other individuals in 

the network, individuals can change either their peer network (make a new friend or break a 

relationship) or their behavior (increase or decrease in behavior) between two time points. It is 

assumed that changes may occur continuously between discrete time points. A simulation 

procedure is used to estimate the likelihood of changes in behavior and networks in response to 

the current network structure and behavior of others. 

Examining moderating effects in peer influence processes also adds to our understanding of 

dynamics in the peer context. Influence effects can be moderated by characteristics of individuals 

(e.g., impulsivity), peers (e.g., status), the dyadic relationship (e.g., friendship quality), and the 

context (e.g., density of the network) (Prinstein, 2007). 

Beginning in early childhood, children sort themselves nonrandom into friendships, 

selecting peers who are similar to themselves in important ways. In turn, the processes of creating 

and keeping friendships influence the behavior and attitudes of individuals. We have recently 

seen a growth in the number of studies in which network and behavior dynamics were examined 

simultaneously. 

 

Most relevant quoted works 

- Burk, W. J., Steglich, C. E. G., & Snijders, T. A. B. (2007). Beyond dyadic 

interdependence: Actor-oriented models for co-evolving social networks and 

individual behaviors. International Journal of Behavioral Development, 31, 397–

404. 

- Steglich, C., Snijders, T. A. B., & Pearson, M. (2010). Dynamic networks and 

behavior: Separating selection from influence. Sociological Methodology, 41, 329–

393. 

- Veenstra, R., & Steglich, C. (2012). Actor-based model for network and behavior 

dynamics: A tool to examine selection and influence processes. In B. Laursen, T. D. 

Little, & N. A. Card (Eds.), Handbook of developmental research methods. New 

York: Guilford Press. 

- Veenstra, R., & Steglich, C. (2011). Actor-based model for network and behavior 

dynamics: A tool to examine selection and influence processes. In B. Laursen, T. D. 
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Little, & N. A. Card (Eds.), Handbook of developmental research methods. New 

York: Guilford Press. 
 

Observations/comments (ex. about limits, dialog with other perspectives) 

 

Relevance to the topic of the project (please grade it from 1 to 5)  

3 

 

Relevance of the article (no. of citations or whether you consider the article important please 

grade its relevance from 1-5) 

3 

 

 

 

Bibliographical reference of the article:  

Webber, Sheila Simsarian, 2008. ―Development of Cognitive and Affective Trust in Terms: A 

Longitudinal Study‖, Small Group Research, Vol. 39 (4), pp. 747-769 

 

Keywords:  

trust, affective trust, cognitive trust, teams, longitudinal 

 

Type of work:  

empirical research 

 

Objectives/ hypotheses 

The paper examines the composition and antecedents of early trust as well as established trust 

(cognitive and affective trust)  

H1: Early trust is one-dimensional 

H2: Established trust is bi-dimensional, with cognitive and affective trust as being distinct 

components 

H3: Familiarity with team members is positively related to early trust 

H4a: Interaction frequency is positively related to affective trust after controlling familiarity and 

early trust; interaction frequency not related to cognitive trust 

H4b: Citizenship behaviors is positively and significantly related to affective trust after controlling 

familiarity and early trust; citizenship behaviors is nor positively related to cognitive trust 

H5: Reliable performance is positively and significantly related to cognitive trust after controlling 

familiarity and early trust; reliable performance is not related to affective trust 

H6: Monitoring behaviors is negatively related to cognitive and affective trust after controlling 

familiarity and early trust 

H7a: The relationship between reliable performance and cognitive trust is moderated by early 

trust – reliable performance will be strongly related to cognitive trust when early trust is high 

H7b: The relationship between interaction frequency and affective trust is moderated by early 

trust – interaction frequency is strongly related to affective trust when early trust is high 

H7c: The relationship between citizenship behaviors and affective trust is moderated by early trust 

– citizenship behaviors are strongly related to affective trust when early trust is high. 

H8: Cognitive and affective trust will have a positive significant relationship with team 

performance; the relationship with affective trust will be higher. 
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Reviewed theoretical perspectives: 

- trust is multidimensional 

- Cook and Wall – 2 dimensions of trust: faith in the trustworthy intensions of others and 

confidence in the abilities of others 

- Cummings and Bromiley – 3 dimensions: affective, cognitive and intended behavior 

- McAllister – trust should be defined as both affective (reciprocated interpersonal care) and 

cognitive (individual beliefs about peer reliability and dependability and competence) 

- Jones and George – conditional and unconditional trust + trust develops over time 

 in this paper – trust is seen as bi-dimensional: affective and cognitive trust 

- The literature on team trust – is based on interpersonal trust (organizational trust) – there 

is little research that measures trust at team level  

- Surva et al. introduced the measure at the level of team- but referred to trust in other 

teams not within the team 

- Jarvenpaa and Leider – introduced the measure of trust within team but is seen as uni-

dimensional 

- The present research – measures multidimensional  trust over time (uni-dimensional trust 

develops in multidimensional trust over time) 

 

Definitions and key concepts:  

Early trust – one dimension and primarily guided by early reactions of general competence and 

likability 

Established trust – has 2 dimensions: affective and cognitive one, interrelated but distinct  

Citizenship behaviors – involve team members helping other team members – going above and 

beyond to ensure that the team is a success – these are extra role behaviors and are not part of 

individual‘s task in a team environment 

 

Methodology 

- the students were asked to form groups of 3 or 4 and during the course of 2 semesters 

- they to work in a team and complete a project according to the topic they were provided 

with 

- in T1 – 378 students in 106 teams, T2 – 338 of the same students in 98 teams, T3 – 294 of 

the same students in 78 teams – The 78 teams that participated in all 3 T were considered 

for the analysis 

- they also had to complete surveys  

- they used factor analysis (for the first 2 H) correlations (H 3-4) and regression (H5-8) 

- participants were recruited from Organizational Behavior classes from a Canadian 

university – they formed teams of 3 or 4 and had to complete a team project 

- 9 professors were also included in the project 

 

Findings/ Conclusions: 

H1 – early trust was one-dimensional (validated) 

H2: established trust was bi-dimensional (the two components emerged later) (validated) 

H3 – the more familiar the teams are the greater the early trust (validated) 

H4a – familiarity is not related to affective trust; no support for the interaction frequency and 

affective trust (not validated) 

H4b – the more citizenship behaviors the greater the affective trust; citizenship behaviors is not 

related to cognitive trust 

H5 – project performance in T2 is related to cognitive performance in T3 
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H6 – monitoring behavior is significantly and negatively related to cognitive trust 

H7a –when early trust and reliable performance are both high – cognitive trust is significantly 

higher 

H8 – cognitive trust is not significantly related to team performance and affective trust is 

positively and significantly related with team performance 

- trust has 2 components, one that is based on reliability and competence and other that is 

based on care, concern and emotional bonds. 

 

Most often quoted works: 

Dirks, K. (1999). The effects of interpersonal trust on work group performance. Journal of 
Applied Psychology, 84, 445-455. 

Dirks, K., & Ferrin, D. L. (2002). Trust in leadership: Meta-analytic findings and 

implications for research and practice. Journal of Applied Psychology, 87, 611-628. 

 

Observations/Comments: 

Is interesting how the authors differentiated between different types of trust in the same  group 

(can be used for our research) BUT the author has a different definition of trust and refers strictly 

at trust in personal relations rather than generalized trust.  

 

Relevance to the topic of the project (1 to 5):  

1 

Relevance of the article :  

19 citations; relevance 2 

 

 

Bibliographical references of the article  

Michael R. Welch, David Sikkink, Eric Sartain, Carolyn Bond, ―Trust in God and Trust in 

Man: The Ambivalent Role of Religion in Shaping Dimensions of Social Trust‖, Blackwell 

Publishing on behalf of Society for the Scientific Study of Religion, 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/1387629 
 

Keywords 

Trust, catholic, protestant 

 

Type of work (literature review, empirical, theoretical research) 

Empirical 

 

Objective/s/Hypothesis/es 

H1: Greater involvement, increases the exclusive effect 

H2: Exposure to strong social bounding capital, tends to mitigate any negative effects 

 

Reviewed theoretical perspectives 

Concerns about fundamentalist religion aside (Diamond 1995;Peshkin 1986;P rovenzo1 990; Rose 

1988), most religious congregations and groups have been viewed by several scholars (Tocqueville 

1945; Coleman 1988; Leege 1988; Putnam 1993, 2000; Greeley 1997; Wuthnow 2002) as 

contributing important resources that help sustain the vitality of civil society.  
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Involvement in a religious congregation would offer a conducive setting for generating 

social trust, which may create the kind of sociability that allows us to extend this trust to others, 

such as neighbors and work colleagues. But we would expect, consistent with the thesis that 

contends there is a "dark side" of social capital (Fiorina 1999; Portes and Landolt 1996), that all 

religious subgroups are not created equal in their capacity to generate social trust 

In particular, several scholars have raised concerns about fundamentalist religion 

(Diamond 1995; Peshkin 1986; Provenzo 1990; Rose 1988). From their perspective, conservative 

religion and bonding social capital may combine to foster prejudice and mistrust of outsiders. We 

note particularly he differences in views of human nature 

 

 

Definitions and operationalizations of the key concepts (with a focus on social trust) 

Trust - as a positive bias in the processingof imperfect information about an outgroup and a 

confident expectation of the outgroup‘s behavior toward the ingroup 

 

Methodology and data.  

Analysis of the data from the National Election Survey 

Data from 2000 National Election Survey 

 

Main findings 

Older, wealthier, and more well-educated individuals tend to show higher levels of social trust, as 

do those who are married, own their own homes, and are required to work with others within the 

context of their jobs 

Protestant counterparts in the levels of trust they display. Catholics do not differ from the 

mainliners, and a separate analysis (available on request) did not show that older Catholics 

differed from younger Catholics 

Pentecostals show significantly lower levels of trust compared to mainline Protestants, when other 

variables are controlled 

Religious subgroups matter for social trust, but this will be evident only if research on social trust 

accounts for the specific cultures and social structure of distinctive religious communities 

No evidence consistent with Wuthnow's (1999) thesis that most conservative Protestants focus on 

bonding social capital to such an extent that bridging social capital, at least as expressed in social 

trust of "outsiders," is compromised 

No evidence that conservative Protestants ( e.g., fundamentalists or evangelicals) are uniquely 

unwilling to extend trust to those outside their religious community 

 

Most relevant quoted works 

Putnam, R. D. 1995. Bowling alone: America's declining social capital. Journal of 

Democracy 6:65-78. 2001. Bowling alone: The collapse and revival of American community. New 

York: Simon & Schuster.  

Putnam, R. D., R. Leonardi, and R. Y. Nanetti. 1994. Making democracy work: Civic 

traditions in moder Italy. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press. 

 

Observations/comments (ex. about limits, dialog with other perspectives) 

 

Relevance to the topic of the project (please grade it from 1 to 5)  

3 
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Relevance of the article (no. of citations or whether you consider the article important please 

grade its relevance from 1-5)  

5 

 

Bibliographical reference of the article 

Timothy Ka-ying Wong, Po-san Wan and Hsin-Huang Michael Hsiao ―The bases of political trust 

in six Asian societies: Institutional and cultural explanations compared‖ International Political 
Science Review 2011 32: 263, http://ips.sagepub.com/content/32/3/263 

 
Keywords 

Political trust, political support, policy performance, cultural orientation, East Asian societies 

 

Type of work (literature review, empirical, theoretical research) 

Empirical 

 

Objectives/Hypotheses  

1. People with a more favorable evaluation of their government‘s policy performance will be more 

likely to show a higher level of political trust. 

2. People with a higher level of life satisfaction will be more likely to show a higher level of 

political trust. The basic reason for this is that well-being increases confidence in others, while ill-

being produces suspicion and mistrust (Catterberg and Moreno, 2005: 41). 

3. People who place a stronger emphasis on traditional culture or have a greater respect for 

traditional authority will be more likely to show a higher level of political trust than those who do 

not. 

4. People in more affluent societies, such as Japan, Hong Kong, and Singapore, are more likely to 

have a stronger post-materialist orientation than those in less affluent ones. Although a post-

materialist orientation is fundamentally a pro-democracy orientation, it also gives rise to ‗critical 

citizens‘ who tend to hold challenging views toward established authority. We thus expect that 

people with a stronger post-materialist orientation are more likely to express a lower level of 

political trust. 

 

Reviewed theoretical perspectives 

Political trust can be regarded as an evaluative orientation of citizens toward their political system, 

or some part of it, based upon their normative expectations (Hetherington, 1998: 791; Miller, 

1974: 952). 

the nature and consequences of trust in a political system are different from those of trust in 

political actors, such as politicians, political parties, and incumbent governments (Grцnlund and 

Setдlд, 2007) 

There are two broad theoretical approaches that compete to explain political trust: the 

institutional and the cultural (Mishler and Rose, 2001: 31). The institutional approach is based 

upon the rational choice perspective.  

Christensen and Lжgreid (2005) have shown that political culture and such socio-demographic 

variables as age, education, and occupation also have a role to play in shaping political trust. 

 

 

Definitions and operationalizations of the key concepts (with a focus on social trust) 

Political trust - an evaluative orientation of citizens toward their political system, or some part of 

it, based upon their normative expectations 
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Methodology and data. Data origin (ex. country/ies, panel or not, individual or multilevel, etc.); 

type of statistical models (if any). 

Fourth AsiaBarometer Survey, conducted in 2006  

seven Asian societies, namely, mainland China, Hong Kong, Japan, South Korea, Singapore and 

Taiwan  

 

Main findings 

1. The economic performance index and the political performance index are significantly positive 

2. Economic performance has a significant positive effect on political trust (except in Hong Kong); 

3. Political performance also has an independent impact on political trust (except in China); 

4. Economic performance and political performance are almost equally important in shaping 

political trust in these six Asian societies 

5. People with a higher level of life satisfaction are more likely to show a higher level of political 

trust. However, the magnitude of the effect of life satisfaction on political trust is considerably 

lower than that of perceived economic and political performances  

6. Results in the pooled sample tend to support the third hypothesis: that people who place a 

stronger emphasis on traditional culture or have a greater respect for traditional authority are 

more likely to show a higher level of political trust than those who do not  

7. Do not support the fourth hypothesis. No significant relationship was found between a post-

materialist orientation and political trust 

 

Most relevant quoted works 

Mishler W and Rose R (2001) What are the origins of political trust?: Testing institutional 

and cultural theories post-communist societies. Comparative Political Studies 34(1): 30–62. 

Hetherington MJ (1998) The political relevance of political trust. American Political 
Science Review 92(4): 791–808. 

Inglehart R (1997) Modernization and Postmodernization: Cultural, Economic, and 
Political Change in 43 Societies. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press 

 

Observations/comments (ex. about limits, dialog with other perspectives) 

Although the six societies have historically been under the influence of traditional Confucian 

culture, they differ to varying degrees in their ethnic, historical, socioeconomic, and political 

situations. 

Relevance to the topic of the project (please grade it from 1 to 5):        3 

 

Relevance of the article (no. of citations or whether you consider the article important please 

grade its relevance from 1-5):    4 

 

 


